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A. Contented Man May
Be Too Lazy to
Kick; Aintlt So?
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Washington, June
8ta(es will give up three million dollars to European importers of wood
pulp and paper as result of the treasA
EOR DUTY
ury department's decision today not to
appeal to the supreme court from the
recent decision of the. customs court
ON
TO
that ail countries having "favored nation" treaties with the United Statex
were entitled to free wood pulp and
in Juarez during the
SENATOR
BY
LED
SHAFROTH,
El Paso, Tex., June 24. Pan cho loused, was ill
paper because that privilege was
still there.
is
ar.d
rebels
fi?ht,
Mexican
PLAN
DEMOCRATS
band
of
WESTERN
his
and
Villa
granted to Canada. The importations
No rebels have yet been sighted by were made from
are actually enroute from Casas
CAMPAIGN
A
Germany,
.France,
at- Juarez outposts.
Grandes, 150 miles south of here, to
Norway, Sweden, Denmark and other
Colonel '.Juan N. Vasquez, com- European countries.
tack Juarez, according to a messenger
OPPOSED
ADMISSION
FREE
of the Pearson lumber interests who mander of the Juarez garrison, asked
TAYLOR AGAIN WINNER
lias arrived here. The messenger left today if he thought Villa wad coming,
Casas Grandes Saturday following it3 said:
Hoy Lake, Eng., June 24. iJ H. AN EFFORT Wll--i.
BE MADE TO
rebel
band,
come.
his
wi'il
Villa
and
he
is
that
"It
possible
by
capture
Taylor, four times holder of the BritOFF Or
CUTTING
PREVENT
and says Villa has 11,000 men, all well He has sent word to that efrect. We ish open golf championship, won it
ALL OF THE TARIFF
mounted and equippe, and that he are ready to receive him with wide again here today with a series of 30 4
for four rounds. His score in the iirst
was headed for Juarez when the mes- open arms.'
sent
said: round was 73, In the second 7o. in the
Then the colonel smiled-ansenger left. Last night Villa
UNDERWOOD HATES APPROVED
Ed.
D.
T.
per- third 77 and in tho fourth 71 strokes.
a
Consul
"And
champagne
banquet,
American
to
word
attack
haps.'
wards in Juarez that he would
There was sarcasm in his tone.
REMOVING TAX
BUT
CLAUSE:
the border city this week.
Asked how many cannon he had the
defenders
began
Juarez
the
AFTER 1916 .IS VIGOROUSLY
Today
colonel replied:
mounting cannon over points of
ATTACKED
' It is better that we should not say
Castro
Colonel
and
the city
VIEWS
ANNOUNCING
can
we
have
and
then
dewe have any
commanding the Juarez garrison,
sugWashington, June 24. Anti-freclared that he would fight if the reb a nice little surprise."
colonel admitted that Villa had
senThe
in
the
ar
democrats
got
together
els came.
IS STILL
GENERAL
had ATTORNEY
ate caucus today and agreed to supwho brought the taken Casas Grandes, but said he
Ti,n
P.
CONSIDERING U. P.-' retired and that he haa not executed
port an amendment by Senator Shaf- news of the coming of Villa said tnat
DISSOLUTION PLANS
ot baiazar s men,
to eliminate the provision for free
any
roth
men
at
ma
had
Mm
Palomas,
he
nit,
in 101G, and substitute a duty of
"They ail arrived in Jaure, on a
gar
west of Jaurez and at Vila Ahumada,
June 24. Paul D. Cra- '"They
he
. said.
Washington,
train
f
last
night,"
cent a pound
him
apporximately
southeast of Juarez, ready to join
came here because they nin out of vath, counsel for the Union Pacific, after that time on refined sugar.
town
border
the
In the march against
j j
confered with Attorney General Mc- ammunition."
The Shafroth amendment accepts
These men, according to Villa, would
merchants
commissron
American
Reynolds today over the dissolution of the duties proposed in the Underwood
2,100
to
about
force
total
up
his
bring
have about $200,000 worth of merch- the Union Pacific merger, with par- bill on sugar for the next three years,
men. Villa is' being forced to march andise in cars and storehouses m ticular
reference to the proposition to
Including a rate on refined sugar until
to Juarez by reason of his own men Juarez and are making tnreparations x
$38,000,000 Southern Pacific
change
1916, of approximately one cent a
having destroyed the railroad north of to move them to El Paso.
,,
stock held by the Union Pacific for a
estiIs
week.
pound.
It
Casas Grandes last
similar amount of Baltimore and Ohio
Louisiana senators and those from
mated that he should arrive within atheld by the Pennsylvania.
Won
Federals
Denies
sugar states are making no fight
bet
tacking distance of the town by
The attorney general has not defin to
24. Governor
those rates, but are urging
June
Ariz.,
change
Douglas,
Wednesdey night.
itely announced his approval of that their colleagues to abandon free BUgar
Neils Larsen, a Mormon contractor, Pesquiera of Sonora, telegraphed an
proposal, but his tentative conclusion for a further 50 per cent reduction In
who arrived last night from the vicin- angry denial from Hermosillo today of
has
been that it is a step in the right 1016. If the amendme nt is voted
Mexico City
ity of Casas Grandes, says he met reports emanating from
because it divorces the
direction,
sugar senators will
down, the anti-freLino Ponce, a commander of federal and Nogalea that General Pedro Ojeda
from an interest 'n the have another alternative to
Pennsylvana
his
Prieta
had
propose.
exploit
Agua
repeated
irregulars, who was among the defendBaltimore and Ohio, a competing line
Exemptions Are Cut.
ers of Casas Grandes, and that Ponce and defeated a superior force of state
Mr. McReynolds probably will advise
Provisions . for,i'Si)octing books of
told him that with the exception of troops in the battles of Ortiz and the United States court at St. Paul of
merchants, the 5 per cent disforeign
Santa
Rosa.
himself and about 25 men all other
his attitude before July 1.
on imports in American ships
count
Santa
at
was
killbottled
still
were
up
Grandes
Ojeda
of
Casas
defenders
The Union Pacific plans submitted and other features or tne tariff hill
ed. Ponce estimated the number kill- Rosa near Ortiz, the governor assent- to
the court for the disposition of the to which many foreign nations obinwere
stalled
ed.
Federal
trains
troop
ed by the Villa band at over 100,
remainder
of its Southern Pacific hold- jected, were eliminated in the reviscluding Roque Gomez, one of the com- by wrecked roadways, it was declared, ings are proposed by the attorney gen- ed sections of the bill
reported late
and the rebels pressing on to certain
manders of the federal irregulars.
i today bythe finance committee.
eral,
battle
continued
The
command
to
whose
yestervictory.
Inez Salazar,
Ponce and the defeated federals be- - day and today around Santa Rosa.
24.
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PRESIDENT WILSON WILL

Westing, and 10 members of the diree
torate, with an escort of several hun
died members of Indiana Turnvereins.
PRESIDENT OF FRANCE The official party was tendered a
reception at the new stadium where
the athletic contests will be held
M. POINCARE ARRIVES IN LONDON Several thousand persons witnessed
tho ceremonies and the calisthenics
TO SPEND SEVERAL DAYS
and flag drills by 8,000 school children
AS GUEST

KING GEORIiE GiiEETS

The friendly feel-
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Washington, June 24. President
Wilson intends to take no vacation
while congress Is In session, and is
determined to share any discomfort
the hot season may bring. While he
will leave Friday to take his family
to Cornish, N. H., he wiil return tne
following Monday, unless congress recesses over July 4.
The ice refrigerating plant underneath Mr. Wilson's office is no longer,
in operation and the temperature of
the president's workroom is no different than in any other part of
V, auhington.
Mr. Wilson says he is
prepared to stand the heat, and looks
forward to a long session, with currency legislation as the ultimate

The income tax feature was revised
to exempt any portion of mutual life
insurance premiums actually returned to policy holders as dividends. This
change is believed to meet the objections against the former provis-

Fellowship

in

Advertising.
Merchants and manufacturers
have certain articles they wish
to sell. In order to seh them
they advertise.
That is their business, you
say; "they are doing it to benefit, themselves."
True, they are advertising
primarily for their own profit.
But there is more to preseni-daadvertising than that. It has
created a spirit of confidence
and friendliness between the
seller and the buyer that has
became so much a part of our
daily lives that we hardly realize it unless we stop to think.

HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
WILL HOLD A HEARING THURSDAY

ions.

Another amendment would empower
the president to suspend duties or
assess higher ones against nations
discriminating against the United
States In commerce.
Another purposes a commission to recommend
later legislation on tariff administration.
The income tax general exemption
was cut from $4,000 to $3,000, plus
$1,000 for married men with a dependent wife or a married woman
with a dependant huBband, and $500
additional for a minor child living
with and dependent on a taxable parent, with certain detailed provisions.
The caucus set sugar aside temporarily, however, to resume its consideration later, and approved the
tobacco schedule, without change,
and also all the senate committee
amendments to the agricultural schedule relating to live stocu and grains.
Wheat and flour were left on the free
list with a countervaling duty; livestock and meats were left on the unrestricted free list. Oats at 6 cents
a bushel, oat meal at 33 cents per
hundred pounds and barley at 15
cents a bushel, remain unchanged.
CASE.
THE ANTI-FADenver, June 24 The identification of a large number of advertising circulars occupied this morning's
session of the United States district
court in the Cunningham case. A
jury was secured late yesterday afternoon. W. C. Cunningham and his
wife, Marjorie Hamilton Cunningham,
were Indicted on charges of using
the mails to defraud in the sale of
an anti-fa- t
remedy.
RANCHER'S

BODY

FOUND

Pearce, Ariz., June 24. The body of
Tal Wilson, who disappeared from his
ranch here on June 35, was fojni in u
home ranch 22
well .near.-'hof
Pearce
southeast
miles
early today.
Luther Price, another cowboy arrived
here about the tine of Wilson's disappearance and disposal of 12 head cf
horses said to have belonged to Wilson, and was placed under arrest and
is now held in jail at Tombstone.
200-fo-

IRK THROUGH

PRESIDENT WILL

London, June
ing between Great Britain and France
k
was manifesto today on the arrival in
Poin-aresident
Pi
of
London
Raymond
The French president is to be
A FORTUNE FRON
the guest o! King George and the British nation until June 27.
President Poincare arived off Ports- BROTHER OF SIR JOHN SCOTT
pas-ia- a
SEEKS TO HAVE WILL SET
mouth early '.hid n rnlng. A'.
ASIDE BY COURT.
in r9iev a "'able sat hiding of
British warships he landed at the
dock yard who.ee he v;is met
London, June 24. London society
young prince of Wales, who on this crowded the probate court today at
occasion of his first Important repre- the beginning of the suit over the
sentative function displayed great will of the late; Sir, 'Joan" jiu.ra
Scott, air John; felt' nearly $5,000,-00composure.
to Lady Sackyille of Knolepark,
The president' and the Prince of
Wales, after receiving an address oi Kent, wife of Barou Sackville, a relwelcome from the civic authorities, de- ative of a former British minister to
parted on the royal train for London, Washington.
Malcolm
Scott, a brother of Sir
accompanied by a brilliant, staff of
John, opposes probate ot the. will on
military and civil officers
Kmsr nenree was waiting at Vic- - the ground that Baron and Lady
toria Station to greet the president. Sackville used undue influence in
His majesty, after exchanging a few order to secure the bulk of the
words villi hfs" euest, escorted tato. He also claims tnat a codoci'.,
s
the president to York House, which! r Which lie has offered $50,000
draw-hi- s
was
executed
the
after
ward,
been placed at his disposal during
the will, tor which the Sack-lstay. Thev passed through vMi.ta
vUles
seek
probate.
decorated "streets lined hy r,glot tbe court' BOme time
orfler
car-l
menu of brigade guards. Their
an
eft by Sir John
riage was escorted by a regiment ofjf0'
w uauy
a.uuiCB
ocuci,
Murray
horse guards.
j Sackville, was sent for but it has not
heen disclosed whether it enclosed
the missing eodocil.
WELCOME'S
DENVER
TURNERS
At the opening of the case for IVlal- 1)enver, June 24. Tho booming cf
colm Scott today his counsel outlined
twelve guns fired by artillerymen of
the genera'i nature of his case.
the National 'Juai'd of Colorado at 0
"The Sackvilles," he said, "spent
o'clock this morniu Mtiiial'c 1 V.?
f more
than ten years in obtaining a
Stem-fr-Thco.
ar.d
of Pvesidi-uascendency and domination
complete
his official pari from
over Sir John Scott. The nature of
ana uui!oifiict:u iaj iiuimi uium
tht Influence was 'such that, al- bbu.KWsturniOKt. 'ni thouiA ihp.v were not relatives
the thirty-firs- t
they
the presidential party were Vice rres- - ,nduoed hm t0 f,nance lhem for
ident Franklin Bonnegut,
Secretary enormouB sums during uls Hf(;t.ime
Fetm- Scl.rerer, assistant
Secretary ajl.j to ,(,nve thnm the gTGater part
Ernest Muller, Treasurer Gustaveiof bls estfl(e of jrooo.OOO."
24.
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WASHINGTON MUST
MAKE OVERTURES
TO RUSSIA

TO

III

PROBE CHARGES OF

4t

,.4.4.

Washington, June 24 President Wilson has decided to order
white slave cases
immediate prosecution of the Ca minettl-Diggand the Western Fuel company indictments, delayed in the San
Francisco federal courts by Attorney General McReynolds, .and
will appoint Francis J. Heney as special prosecutor to take them
s

up.
.

Washington, June 24. The un
expected resignation of United States
Attorney McNab, wired Saturday to
Wilson with startling
President
charges that Attorney General Mc
Reynolds had ordered delays in cerin San
tain criminal proscutions
to
defeat
threatened
which
Francisco
justice, still lay unacted on before
President Wilson today.
The situation, which already has
called forth various explanations, was
taken up at the cabinet meeting, but
McReynolds deAttorney General
it.
talk
to
about
clined
Probable Successor Discussed
When the cabinet meeting broke
up, the only announcement on the McNab case came from Attorney General

a hearing and take up resolutions by

representative Kahn oi California.
While the purpose of the .Thursday
hearing is not to begin an investigation of the merits of the prosecutions,
it is to determine an action on ths
Kahn resolutions calling on the attorney general to send to congress all
papers in the case which are expected
to disclose the official reasons for the
postponement.
Representative Hinebaugh's resolution to direct the judiciary committee
to investigate the entire affair was today refered to the rales committee.
Fuel Cases Continued.
San Francisco, June 24. When the
cases of John L, Howard et al., Indicted officers and directors of the
Western Coal company, vrei called
in the United States district court
today United States District Attorney John L. McNab asked for a continuance, because of a difference of
opinion between himself and Attorney
General McReynolds.
"Since these caseB were set certain
conditions have arisen in the matter
of the indictments against the entire
directorate of the Western Fuel
said McNab.
"The attorney
general has requested me to withdraw from' trial at present the names
I am absoof certain defendants.
lutely unable to agree with my 0ujor-ior- ,
and under these cireunitUrmces I
do not feel that I should proceed
with the cases in iand.
"For the reason cf my inability
with my superior I have tendered my resignation, and I do not
thick I ought to proceed with the
prosecution of the cases in view of
these facts."
McNab then asked a postponement
that his successor might have the
handling of the trial throughout.
Counsel for the defense agreed and
the cases were set over until July 15.
For a similr reason, Ms resignation,
McNab secured a continuance cf the
cases of Drew caminetti and Maury I.
Diggs.
John L. Howard is president of the
Western Fuel company. Under indictment with him, charged with having conspired to defraud the government by systematic short weighing
of over $300,000, among others ara
Robert Bruce and Sidney V.
--

McReynolds.

"The president will issue a statement on the subject in due course,"
.
he said:
It was understood that the attorney
general's report, presented at President Wrilson's direction, was an oral
one, and that Secretary Bryan, a friend
of the elder CaminettI, and Secretary
Lane, familiar with California affairs,
participated in the discussion, which
was general.
While the White House officials
would not anticipate the president's
statement, some administration officials understood that McNab's resignation would be accepted and that the
president would designate a new prosecutor and fill an existing vacancy on
the federal bench in San Francisco,
that the case may go to trial almost!
immediately.
will
The president's statements
probably include a report from the attorney general explaining the circumstances which brought about the delay.
It was reported that Judge M. T.
of the California superior
Dooling
court was likely to be selected" for the
vacant judgeship and that A. S. Campbell of Los Angeles, who has been endorsed for district attorney for the
southern district of California, might
be asked? to go to San Francisco to
prosecute the cases.
The house judiciary committee, at
a hearing Thursday, will investigate
the delay ordered by Attorney General McReynolds in federal prosecutions at San Francisco
of Maury
Diggs and Drew G. Caminefti, indicted under the white slave law, and
officers of the Western Fuel company, indicted for conspiracy to defraud the customs.
Chairman Clayton today announced
the decision of the committee to have!

com-paiy,- "

Washington, June 24. State department officials declared today that
any impression in St Petersburg that
President Wilson had declined to negotiate a new commercial treaty with
Russia unless, it contained a passport
provision for American Jews, must
have been gained troin diplomatic exThe conlroversy involving McNab's
changes in the closing days of the
rrew in part out of the
resignation
Taft administration.
request of the attorney general that
It was pointed out that the present
Bruce and Smith be not tried at the
administration nad sot had any nesame time as the ether defendants.
gotiations with Russia. Diplomatists
here understand the attitude of the
Sales of old wco! have leei Sn small
LEAD
Russian government to be that inaslots, while fleeces, both old and new,
much as the United States terminatjbave been very dull. In Ohio 10 to ?!
,
ed the treaty of 1S32, any overtures TBL OVED
is said to have
M
for a new convention must come from
medium fleeces n bile romo near run.
Washington.
tory wool from '.he famoti? trl.it
Officials here appear content to let CONVICTS IN ENGLISH PRISONS esn'er has brought 17 t 17V-- .
t
relations continue on their present
ARE ALL GOING ON HUN- "
"
r.
basis.
GER STRIKES.
Smith,.-directors-

SUFFilOTS'

1 01iirnts
J

TODAY IN CONGRESS

Washington, June 24. Senate Not
in session; meets Thursday.
Democratic caucus continued work
on tariff revision.
House

Met

at

noon.

Judiciary committee determined on
white
hearings in the
slave and Western Fuel prosecutions
Diggs-Caminet- ti

AMERICAN

TAKES PRIZE

June 24. 'Judge W. IT.
London,
Moore of New York took first prize at.
the International Horse Show today in
Class 21 for single' harness horses
over 14,2 and exceeding 15 hands. The
winner whs his White Hall Ariel.
Alfred O. Vanderbilt's team of bays
won a silver trophy in Class 40, showing the best novice team. He also
took second prize in the open competition for
teams.
four-in-han- d

Have you ever made a pur- chase in the Orient? If go, you
remember how you entered a
shop and after poking through
confused heaps of articles you
have found something that
struck your fancy. Von asked
the price ar.d were told it was
worth perhaps the equivalent of
a dollar. Then ensued haggling,
haranguing, threats,
until you triumphantly
emerged from the shoo, the article in your hand and V) cents
when
gone from your pocket,
you looked again at your pur- '.i:H Sour :sood common sense
about 10
told you it was wo-t- h
cents.
Contrast such tu experience
with slumping hero today. You
auiireeiate as never before
of THE OPTIC'S advolue
the
vertisements, which load you to
firms known for their honest
goods and fair dealin?.

I'

FOR FISCAL REFORM

Washington, June 24. Radical
in the government's fiscal system, to give the house committee on
appropriations sole control of the big
supply bills instead of their distribution among eight committees, as at
.resent, was urged in the house today
l.y
Representative Fitzgerald. His
u was a lorerunuer oi irie uuugei
Fjiei-discti.-ioi,i flie democratic caucus
tc morrow-.-

Fitzgerald submitted a number
of proposed amendments to the rules
to cary out his p'an. He attacked
representative Shelley's plan for a
budget foinmif tee.
Mr.

London, June 21 EQT.ard Clayton, j
the chemist who was sentenced ta 22
months Imprisonment on June 17 for
conspiracy in conjunction with the
militant suffragette leaders, was released from jail today Sn a very weak
condition as the result of a "hunger
strike."
It appears from statements made
by released prisoners that many convicts who are not suffragettes have
followed tho example cf tho snffra- r,ns- gettes. Two men in cue cf
r,l to
ons have for some weeks ds
eat and are being forcSWy
t:--

WESTERN

WOOL

PR.

Boston, June 24. luteivst
WHEATLEY CHANGES BERTH
tic wool centers almost vln
PHc-heSioux City, Iowa, June
west, where bidding for tin'
Charles Wheaticy, of Detroit Ameri- is reported to bo 'very
can league team, has been signed by is the center of ar 'ivm ;u.
the Sioux City Western kuipue team. cale is reported at San
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GAY HAVANA

!M

Oid Fornipiitles Are Giving Place to
American Ways, Says Wife of
Mexican Minister to Cuba.

Washington, D. C. Senora Adela
P. do Cotloy, wife of the Mexican minister to Cuba, is friending the winter
In Washington, where she is well
In a recent in
known and popular.
ierviffw Kift j,aj much of interest tc
nay about Havana, where she has her
home. The interview in part was as
follows:
"Havana is a beautiful city nnd we
found Americans coming there in vast
numbers, usually from Florida or from
New Orleans after the carnival time.
It is worthy of a visit, indeed, to spend
fin entire winter there if one has the
leisure. Many seem to possess that
comfortable combination of plenty of
time and the requisite cash and it

i

f

1

VEEt? OF O&Fi GREEN TAG SALE

Smi

In Silk Dresses, Wool Dresses, Linen Dresses. Lingerie Dresses,
Wool Coats, Wool Suits, Wash Suits,,Pa,rasols. Millinery, and all
Lawns, Batistes, Dimities, Tissues and fancy Wash Goods, at

j

iWCJIE

1

OmLF

PUSH (BE

ALL OTHER. LINES THROUGHOUT THE STOR.E. WITH THE USUAL EXCEPTIONS,

fj E THIR
--

EXCEPT
Nemo Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose,
Wunderhose, Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks,
Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick Pat'

Nemo Corsets. Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose,
Wunderhose, Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks,
Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick Pat-

lasmwudS Son

Shoes

Established

v

1862

terns and Publications, all Threads and all

South 5idoRaja

Shoes

FOR CASH ONLY
V

Havana Suburban Road.
was delightful to run across friends
from every part of the United States
in the streets of Havana. My long
residence in Washington has given
mo friends in every state sometimes,
which adds so much to the pleasure
and filling out of life.
"Winter In Havana is a season of
delight. We have established our
home along the ocean front and truly
it surpasses description. The mingling
sh;cp blue water with deep blue sky,
tiie white winding road along the sea
and iha magnificence of flower and
fol !:':
maka a picture which one
nnd regrets.
mii:
Havana, I am
sorry to ,iy, like 80 many other
cities, is giving up the
patio and villa type of the south of
France and that of the American
south and southwest is becoming more
prevalent. I regret the patio sincerely, but the younger generation find
more to admire in the story on story
house with all the modern accessories,
There are, however, still some splendid old mansions in Havana, where
the patio exists In its pristine glory,
Th!rs style is where the rooms of the
ho ma look out into an inner court
fill' i with flowers, where a fountain
tinkles and the family delights to
gather for intimate communion. Some
of the old government buildings have
the patio.
"Social life in Havana is as admirable as the climate. I think the
mingling of the odd ceremonial customs with the less formal ones of today has bred an air of easy social Intercourse, which Is most agreeable
and not. at all restrictive. Many of
the older residents continue the formal method of life which is part of
Spanish civilization. Many others
have adopted the easy ways of Americans, so that one may see the customs of two worlds and of two differing eras flourishing side by side.
jTbere are so many balls and theater
parties and dinings without number;
in fact, it is rather unusual during the
Bocial season not to have guests to
dinner and then go with them later to
,a ball or the opera or the theater,
inhere is much visiting and one may
jmake a visit after a supper which
follows the theater, something
of here. But then often the
hours are sultry and they are
jgiven to homo duties and those avocations which keep one out of the sun,
iwhila the brisk breezes which spring
jup 'with the departing day inspire energy to visit and enjoy social pleasures. I do not find the heat debilitating or more oppressive, as a rule,
than lu other parts of the world In
summer. Washington can be very
;a,a.;:i, as all who know will testify,
iaud it has not tho advantage of a constant breeze from the sea which
nioys
every evening and
.

Latin-AnierH.i-

day-ilig-

Ha-rva-

'
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Causes Llany Ills
The hurry and hustle of modern life

in
busy Reasons

citii s and villages and in the
on farms leads many people to indigestion.
Impaired digestion lies at the bottom of
most human ills, because lack of proper
nourishment reduces the natural disease
resi t inn powers of the body.
Poor digestion effects all relations in life,
imiudhur earning power. Impoverished
blo.i-i. 'Ws if food is not thoroughly
diui
poor blood results in physical
j.;d reduced nervous enerjry.
no reserve store of energy and
'Iht ;"
which is required to push ahead
str.:.iv,'-!Sucnmi accomplish the things desired.
cess depends upon good health.
Duffy's I'ure Malt Whiskey when taken
the secretion
tit mealtime stimulates
of saliva for the digestion of starches and
ii.e secretion of gastric juice for tiie ditfes-- t
ion of other foods, thereby improving the
digestion and assimilation of the food and
jtiviiiff to the system its full proportion of
iionn.shruent. This action upon the digestive process i of ifre.it importance as it
i;rii'"s tr all Uie tissues and organs of the
ftwl.v f:i
Bntriwnt nwosswry to their
f.ii en-- .i.'fj oitd indirectly to the whole
eysi. ja r;i.: rli find vijror.
t

''!

ARE PRACTICING

Albuquerque, N. M., Juno 24.
Within the next few days the drivers
who will participate in the endurance
mcc to he run between .Vibhiuiuerque
and Santa Fe on July 4th will begin
to speed their cars over the route they
will travel on Independence Day. The
which will race are now being
ai d groomed for the event
H'l'.'ppe
Dodsons' "Packard," Greer's "Overland," and Chisum's 'Bulek' are all
ready for the road and the engines
s
are being tuned up for the going.
Santa Fe entry and Farnsworth's
car from Eoswell are also being put in
shape for the contest.
There will be a Bpecial meeting of
the various committees on arrangements at the Commercial club at 8
o'clock tomorrow nisht. At this mee'-inthe final details for tht race will
be. definitely decided uj'.oe.
Cat-ron-

notice of his transfer to the office of
the collector of internal revenue to
succeed Miss Esther JM. Barton, who
has been transferred to the Hydro-graphisurvey office under Glen A.

c

Gray.
Bids for Rations.
Adjutant General Brookes is calling for bids on rations for use at the
next annual encampment of the New
Mexico national guard, to be held at
Las Vegas in July and August. The
infantry will hold its encampment
from July 15 to 26, inclusive, , and
Battery A, field artillery, will be en
camped from August 5 to 14.

from the office of the state engineer
and printed in Spanish, wiii be sent
to the various sheriffs throughout the
state and will be distributed among
the justices of the peace. It is not
known by some that it is unlawful to
allow an irrigation ditch to drain itself into a public highway, a penalty
of $50 being imposed on anyone violating such clause. There are several
vlplations reported within this city.
Only yesterday a ditch was seen
emptying into one of the streets in
the south part of the city, and the
manner in which the road was torn
up and rendered rough and difficult
of use, was apparent.

To Attend the Artillery School.
Garcia vs. Garcia on Trial.
The war department has issue! an
At 3 o'clock this afternoon hut
order designating the following New three jurors had been selected inthe
Mexico officers to attend the artillery federal court in the case of Florence
school to he held at Fort Riley, Kas., Lillian Garcia vs. Petra Garcia, et al.,
July 6 to 20, inclusive: First Lieuten- which was set for trial today. A jury
ant William F. Hird, Second Lieuten- of 22 had been summoned and five of
ant George M. Williams, Second Lieu- these were excused by the judge. Not
tenant Roes L. Malone, all of Battery wishing to attempt to secure a jury
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
A of Roswe'il.
from these 17, the marshal was ordered to summon 10 more and this took
New Clothing Co. Incorporated.
until a few minutes before noon.
The Clark Tldmore Clothing com- Three from the second venire were
Santa Fe, N. M., June. 24. J. A.
Rael and Carlos Abreu have been ap- pany has filed articles of incorpora- excused and with 25 eligibles from
pointed bailiffs in the case of Garcia tion with the corporation commission. which to secure a jury the selection
In
vs. Garcia, now on trial in the federal The new company is located at Dem- of the talesmen wa.eommenced.
court.
ing and the statutory agent is An- this case the plaintiff, a minor of 3
thony J. Clark. The capital stock is years of age, by her next friend, has
fixed at $50,000, at flOO per share. brought suit In equity against Petra
Pardoned From Jail,
Governor William C. McDonald has The following are the stockholders Garcia, of the E. G. Garcia estate,
pardoned Thomas Brown from jail in and the amount of stock subscribed: seeking to be declared the legal heir
Luna county: Brown was sent up for Anthony J. Clark, 30 shares; Andrew of the fortune 'ieft by the dereased
six months and had served most of X Tidmore, 30 shares; Mary T. Clark, E. G. Garcia, on the ground thai she
30 shares.
Is an illegitimate child of th9 dead
the sentence, and is very ill.
man. The case will probably occupy
at least two more days, and promises
Delegates to Prison Association.
Civil Service Examination.
Governor William C McDonald has to be sensational.
The civil service commission announces an examination at Reserve, appointed the following persons as
g

delegates to the meeting of the AmerPrison association, which will
convene in Indianapolis, Ind., October 11: J. B. McManus and Captain
Fred' Fornoff of Santa Fe, William
Blanchard, Capitan; M. C. de Baca of
Patents Issued.
J. T. Evans of Roswell, P.
Bernalillo,
Fifty-eigh- t
patents for lands in the
'
B.
of
Portales.
Carter
rewere
office
district
Santa Fe land
ceived at the local land office this
New Sergeant to Be Here.
morning and the entrymen will be imR. E. Utter of the regular
Sergeant
notified
that
get
may
they
mediately
who
has
been on detaened servarmy,
the same by sending in the land of
ice helping in national guard work,
fice receipt.
will be relieved July 5, his time expiring at that time, and he is not goin
Four Counties.
Examinations
Sergeant Utter is
The questions for examinations of ing to
will
here
and
known
go to his home
out
from the
teachers are being sent
Samuel
office of the superintendent of public in Mayfield, Pa. Sergeant
the
Twelfth
of
Wilson
of
F,
Company
instruction, to be he'id next Friday
and Saturday, in San Miguel, Sando- Infantry, will take Sereant Utter'a
will
report to Adjutant
val, Santa Fe and Socorro counties. place and
General Brookes for duty on that
Two States Under One Jurisdiction. date.
Official notification has been reRoad Laws in Spanish.
ceived by Glenn A. Gray that the
road laws recently Issued
state
The
work of the United States geological
under
be
will
of
Arizona
put
survey
his jurisdiction, the two states of
New Mexico and Arizona being directed from one point.
N. M., Saturday, July 12, for the position of fourth class postmaster at
Frisco, N. M. The office paid $270
during the last fiscal year.
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Changes Its Name.
An amendment to its certificate of
incorporation was filed by the Regent
Mining and Development company
with the state corporation commission today, changing the name of the
company to the Lincoln Mining and
Development company. The company
is located at Cooney, Socorro county.

klj$lhfe:PolisJies
LARGEST

FINEST QUALITY

VARIETY

1

Luna Telephone Co, Files Complaint.
Complaint has been f fied by the

Luna Telephone company against the
Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph company through the Deming
chamber of commerce before the corporation commission, in the matter
of a charge.
The matter will be
heard before the commission soon.
Transferred to Collector's Office,
Arthur Sonccal, office deputy and
stenographer under former Marshal
Sec, Romero, today deceived official

"6ILT EDGF." the only ladies' shoe dressing thnt
positively ciii!.alni) Oil. Blacks nnd Polishes ladies'
and children's boots ami shoes, shines nitlumt
BSC.
TRENCH GLOSS," 10c.
"BANIiV" combination for cleaning and polishing
Ml kiudeof russet or tan shoes, 25c. ""SIAK" sizo, 10c
"QUICK WHITE" (In liquid form with
sponpe) qiilrk-l- y
cleans and whitens dirty canvas shots, loc.
aSc.
"A! BO" cleans and whitens BUCK, MSBIIfK,
SVIML and CANVAS SHOFS. In round white cakes
packed in Kmc lioxea, with Bponire, loc. In handsome, large aluminum bosea, with spouse, 26c.
If
does nnt, keep the kind you want.
lis
liw nrlee In ritampw inr tylluim paekaue, eliargeuen!
vniii.
WHrrTEfWOHE
BROS. & CO.,

i

20-2- 3

'Iht

Albany

Olilrst axd

Sirs I. Cambridge, Mass

jirgt.tt Manufacturers
Shot Fvliihes in the World.

of

Supreme Court Rulings.
No. 1510. Larkin Beck, Appellee,
vs. E. R. Chambers, Appellant. Appeal from San Juan county.
This suit was instituted in the district court of San Juan county to
cancel a contract for the exchange of
real estate, entered into by the parties to this action on the 12th day of
February, 1909, by the terms of which
appe'ilee was to convey to appellant
certain real estate, situate in San
Juan county, New Mexico, In exchange for real estate owned by appellant in the state of Colorado,
which was to be conveyed to appellee. Judgment reversed and remand-

the inhabitants."
The fourth sub-bIt may be more satisfactory to
you and the commissioners if I express my opinion at some length,, even
though it amounts to but little more
than going over what you have said
in your letter.
As I understand, the Grant County
Hospital association, a corporation
organized under the laws of this state,
has been for many years conducting
a hospital in Silver 'City in buildings
located upon land which is owned by
the county1, the use 'of which was
given to the association upon condition that it should be1 used only for
hospital purposes, to revert to the
county should there be a discontinuation of such use. The buildings have,
however, reached such a condition
that it is necesary to rebuild and a
donation of $5,000 has been male for
that purpose on condition that the
site be changed to a inoro desirable
part of town.
the
Under these circumstnees
county commissioners under your advice have by resolution directed a
transfer of the hospital to a tract of
land 75x150 feet, which, I assume, belongs to the county, as you say that
it is not held by the county for any
special use,, the association to have
the use of it for hospital purposes
with a condition of reversion for
in return for which the association is to care for the indigent sick
of the county, under the control of
the board. Your question is, in substance, as to whether the county commissioners have lawful authority to
make such a disposition of this land.
I assume of course, that the site now
occupied will, with whatever buildings
may he upon it, revert to the county
under the earlier permission to use.
You correctly say that the county
has only such powers as are expressly conferred or necessarily implied
from those so conferred, thus making
the matter one of statutory construction. The statutes to which you refer, I believe, within the general doctrine above named, do confer fu'il
power to do what is proposed'.
of section
The third
651 of the compiled laws of 1897 distinctly authorizes the county "to sell
and convey any real or personal estate owned by the county and make
such order respecting the same as
may be conducive to the interests of
non-use-

n

r,

eis in the matter of wnicn you write,
division of the same section authorizes the county "to make all contracts
and do all other acts in reference to
the property and concerns necessary
to the exercise of its corporate or administrative powers." In addition to
this the board of county commission
ers by the first
of section
6C4 is given power "to make such orders concerning the property belonging to the county as they may deem
expedient;" and by the fifth
of the same section they are
given power "to represent the county
and have the care of the county property and the management of the interest of the county m all cases
where no provision is made by law."
In view of the provisions above
quoted I am unable to discover any
reason to doubt the authority of the
county to convey the real estate of
the county or to make orders relative
thereto conducive to the interests of
the inhabitants, or to do anything lor
the interest of the county in its management where no specifics provision
is made by law. It cannot be said
that care of the indigent sick is an
improper object of county management or one not for the interests of
the county or Its inhabitants. It is
true that in the absence of any stat
ute imposing the care of the poor
upon the county as a duty, the county cannot he compelled to care for
them, but I have no doubt that it may
voluntarily do so.
In addition to this, there is the
authority to which you call attention,
given by section one of chapter 8 of
the laws of 1913, to the county commissioners to make such provision as
they may deem proper for the relief
of deserving indigent versons who are
objects of charity. Yours truly,
FRANK W.CLANCY,
Attorney General.
n

n

No nerson need hesitate to take Foley Kidney Pills on the ground that
they know not what is in them. Foley

& Co. guarantee them to be a pure
curative medicine, specially prepared
for kidnev and bladder ailments and
irreeularities.
They do not contain
habit forming drills. Try them. O
0. Schaefer and Red Coss Drug Store

do This
but only the
genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Neb., of
trouble. He says: "I was
bothered with backache, and the pain
would run up to the back of my head,
and I had 6pells of dizziness. I took
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
work and I am now entirely rid of
kidney trouble." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Vross Drug Store.
No Substitute Could
No inferior substitute

THE LATEST FASHION NOTE
Says: "It is a wise precaution
against getting holes In delicate hosie
ry to powder the shoes before putting
them on." Many people sprinkle the
famous
antiseptic powder, Allen'sFoot-Easinto the shoes, and find
that it saves its cost ten times over
in keeping holes from hosiery as well
as lessening friction, and consequent
smarting and aching of the feet.

-

A substitute medicine is never for
the benefit of the buyer. Never
to buy anything but Foley's-Honeand Tar Compound for coughs
and colds, for children or for grown
persons. It Is prompt and effective.
It comes in a yellow package, with
beehive on carton. It contains
Take no substitute for FoO.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound.
G.' Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug

Store.

Stings or bites of Insects that are

followed by swellings, pain or itching
should be treated promptly, as thej
are poisonous.
BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
is both antiseptic and healing. Price
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold
by Central Drug Co.
When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawn a good deal of the daytime, you
can charge it to a torpid liver which,
has allowed the system to get full of

Impurities. HERBINE cures all disorders produced by an inactive liver.
It strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system in
good healthy condition. Price 50c.
Sold by Central Drug Co.
The Brilliant Stars of June
By the end of June, Mars, Venus,
Saturn and Jupiter will all be morning
stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound is at all times the "Star"
medicine for coughs, ' colds, croup and
whooping cough. A cold in June is as
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneumonia as at any other time, but not if
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound ia

taken.

Subscribe for The Optic.

O. G.

Drug Store.

Schaefer and Red Cross

ed.

John R. McFIe, J. M. Palmer, for
appellee.
Renehan & Wright, for appellant.'

CAPITAL PAID IN

SYLLABUS.
A contract for the exchange of land

provided "in the event that the party
of the first part shall fall to comp'iy
,with the terms thereof, within the
time herein limited, the said second
party may at his option declare his
contract void, in which event all
rights and liabilities hereunder shall
cease and determine." Held: That
the forfeiture of the contract was
made optional with the second party,
and if he did' not see fit to exercise
his option and declare the forfeiture,
the contract continued In full force
and effect.
He'id further, that a declaration of
the fact that second party had elected
to exercise his option to cancel the
contract should have been made to
first party, and until it was made the
option was not exercised and the contract continued In full force and

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

i
M.
unnlngham, President.
Frank Surlnger.

D. T.

Hosklns, Caghibr.
g g Lewis. Ass't. Cash

t.

LAS

V KG A

S

Interest Paid On Time Deposits

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30.000 00

Office Willi the San Miguel National Bank
Authority

of County

Commissioners.

June 21, 1913.
Mr. Raymond R. Ryan,
Silver City, N. M.
Dear Sir: Yesterday I received
your letter of the 17th int but had
no time to answer until today. I agree
fully with you in your opinion as to
the powers of (he county commission- -

Wm. Q. HAYUON
H. W. KELLY
D,

Vice

T. MOSKINS

President
President

Treasurer
INTEREST

PAID ON DEPOSITS

li
i
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ARRIVES

DUNDEE

FOR JULY 4
BOUT
.

N. M., June 24.
Albuquerque,
With, Johnnie Dundee, the clever and
little New York Italian In

hard-hittin-

g

town, with his manager, Scotty Mon-teitand with Tommy Dixon and his
trainer, Charley Pierson, "The Fighting Newsboy," expected to arrive

from Kansas City, the plans for
battle, to be staged
in the National Guard armory in Albuquerque on July 4, are progressing

the

Dundee-Dixo-

n

.nicely.
.Dundee arived yesterday from Los
A...ye!es where a week ago he cheat
, v - o r f ch'caso,
decisively, in

engagement. Johnnie
goes straight back to Los Angeles , af--v
!;;:". '.r z Alnwntierfiue on July 5,
Tjeing matched to meet Harlem Tommy Murphy before McCarey's club at
Vprnon July 15. Dundee is a fighter
:and he means to keep on fighting until he is convinced that he is a hack
her with the mitts. Unable to
get enough matches among the featherweights to keep him busy Johnny la
stepping into the lightweight division.
He had everytmhing framed up to taKe
on Ad Wolgast in Los Angeles, but
the former lightweight champion Injured his hands and was forced to
cancel the match, for which the New
York boy was very sorry, being confident that he could have' beaten the
Michigan wildcat.
Dundee will not begin boxing in Albuquerque until Sunday. He is- - In
'great shnpe physically and does not
want to take any chftnee to get stale
by working too much. Johnnie will do
work on tlie road 6ach day, however,
and any high' schrtol or 'varsity boys
ho think they are athletes are inv.
ed W go along with him. Johnnie is
willing (o wager that he can tire out
men ana the longthe hundred-yardistance runners and demonstrate just
what the pink of physical condition
means.
a

twenty-roun-

Veather

IN . ALASKA

d

d

Horse raising has recently been attempted in Alaska and the Yukon territory. A firm of miners in the
creek country, 175 miles west of
White Horse, Yukon territory, made
the experiment successfully, says the
Indianapolis News. Owing to the
abundance of fine lands available for
pasturage in Alaska and the Yukon,
the growing of horses In the north
should spread rapidly if subsequent
tests in the Burwash creek country
prove as successful as the first reA pasture is maintained on
corded.
the Duke river, where horses can live
all the winter without being stabled or
fed. Last summer 25 brood mares
were imported from Vancouver, and
these are wintering nicely, all of them
being reported as being in good condition. Late in the fall of 1911 a number
of horses used in previous summer by
the" international
survey
boundary
corps were taken to the head of thf
White river, near the international
boundary line, and turned out for the
winter. Having been brought from the
Oregon ranges the previous spring, a
number of mares foaled last spring,
and all the colts lived and are doing
well, making more hardy animals than
their predecessors. Several instances
are known in which colts foaled In the
far north have grown into the hardiest
horses, having become fully inured to
the severity of the winters. It har
been observed that when horses have
lived for some length of time in this
region they become naturally protected from the extreme could by the
growth of a longer coat of hair. Some
Instances have been reported In which
horseB have been seen with a crop of
hair similar to that of the buffalo.

,

4

Like a romance of old is the story
$ JhS "Golden Necklace of the
Jn 1901 14 Pittsfield girls
who had be'efl friends all their lives decided that eveil marriage should not
break the bonds. Together1 they had
made for them a golden necklace of
exquisite workmanship. It was fashioned from 14 large beads, with smaller ones In between.
It was agreed and determined that
as soon as any one of the 14 girls became engaged she should wear the
necklace until her marriage, when it
should be placed in a safety deposit
vault until another fell before one of
Should one of the
Cupid's arrows.
girls become engaged while another
was wearing It, it was decided that
the necklace should be surrendered
to the one who had last announced her
Intention of marriage. Such a contingency, however, has never arisen.
The binding together even after
marriage ties, of the girls who devised the "Order of the Golden Necklace," comes In this manner: As soon
as a girl becomes engaged her initials
are inscribed on one of the large
beads. When she is married those of
her husband are engraved on the opposite, together with the year of the mar- Berk-BhlreS-

-

will Help Other Women.

t

Hines, Ala. "I must confess", says
Mrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "that
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done me
a great deal of good.
Before I commenced using Cardui, I
would spit up everything I ate. I had a
tired, sleepy feeling all the time, and was
1 could
irregular.
hardly drag around,
and would have severe headaches continuously.
Since taking Cardui, I have entirely
quit spitting up what 1 eat. Everytiiing
seems to digest all right,' and I have
gained 10 pounds in weight."
If you are a victim of
any of the numerous ills so common to your sex, it is
to
suffer.
wrong
For half a century, Cardui has been relieving just such ills, as is proven by the
thousands of letters, similar to the above,
which pour into our office, year by year.
Cardui is successful because it is composed of ingredients which act specifically
on the womanly constitution, and helps
build the weakened organs back to health
and strength.
Cardui has helped others, and will help
You
you, too. Get a bottle today.
won't regret it Your druggist sells it.
Write to : Chattanooga Medicine C.. Ladles' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Ten a,, for SprcM In--.
elritf turns on your case and
book, "Korne
Rreuunent for

women'sem

in

pteia wrapper..

U--

As it was dark when I reached
I decided to spend the night
it the house of a friend, for did not
dare to imperil the message by riding
it night. Already I had been attacked
twice since landing at Bologne and I
had no mind to fail in the first important trust with which the king, my
.
master, had Intrusted me.
I found my friend's house with some
little difficulty, being obliged to inquire the way several times from
passers by. This was unfortunate, as
the event proved, for It gave my enemies a clue to my stopping place. Jean
It seemed was absent on a visit, but
was expected to return any minute.
Mis father, the Count d'Artels, received me kindly and bade me, as a friend
of Jean's, to make myself at home.
The house was very old and the
which was used as a
drawing-rooguest chamber had an air of historic
association which was increased by
the trophies of sport and war that
hung on the walls. The windows were

But Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg-

h

A.miena

etable Compound Restored
Mrs. LeClear's Health
Her Own Statement.

I

"I

am glad to
Detroit, Mich.
cover a remedy that relieves me from
m y suttering and
ili;S;''-:P!:lpains. For two years
dis-

i:

I suffered bearing

1
4

4.

$,

i

down nains and
all run down. I

ect

r:3
under a nervous
strain and could noS
I
sleep at night
went to doctors here
in the city but they
did not do me any

good.
" Seeing Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound advertised, I tried it. My health improved
wonderfully and I am now quite well
r.j;ain. No womr.n su'":r'ng from female ills vill rcrjrot it if sh takes this
G. L C'LFAJJ,
medicine." Mrs.
336

Hunt St., Detroit,

'

heavy plate glass and were hung
curtains of fine Brussels lace.
On the ceiling was a peculiar mosaic
tile which was crumbling in places
with age. In one corner of the room
stood a carved oak cabinet containing
a valuable collection of glass articles.
Two of these in particular the count
pointed out to me as the pride of his
collection.
They were of crystal,
withput other ornament than their
natural purity and clearness. He informed me that they were of the celebrated Venetian glass, so delicate that
If a poison were poured into one it
would crumble to pieces.
Dinner was soon over, and after a
chat with my host over our cigars I
retired to my room. About half after
pine the bell rajjg' and the butler announced a gentleman to see me. I
asked to have him shown to my room,
and after an interval he appeared. He
pa'e individual, constantly
"'2 a
of

with

Mich'.

Another C.iso.

WEDDING ANNIVERSARY

TILE

By RALPH J. HERKIMER.

Girls,

--

sur-glo-

HOT HELP HER

Philadelphia, Pa.
"Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound i3 all you
claim it to be. About two or three
days before my periods I would get bad
backaches, then pains in right and left
sides, and my head would ache. I called
the doctor and he said I had organic inflammation. I went to him for a while but
did not get well so I took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. After taking two bottles I was relieved and finally
PASS THE NECKLACE AROUND my troubles left me. I married, and
have two little girls, I hfl.Ve had no reOdd Compact Entered Into by Four turn of the old troubles." Mrs. Chas.
teen PlUsfield (Mass.)
OELt, 2G50 S. Chadwick St, Phila.,Pa.
""h"-.,-

MOSAIC

BROKEN

Far North Not Top Severe
for Rearing Good Equine
Stock.

PRESIDENT INSTALLED
Ypsilanti, Mich., June 24. In the
presence of a large assemblage of distinguished educators Dr. Charles
formerly at the head of the
state normal school at Mi'iwa'ukee,
was today Inaugurated president of
the Michigan state normal college.
Official representatives of the state
of Michigan and of nearly all of the
prominent educational institutions of
the state attended the ceremonies
"
The address of the day was delivered riage.
by Dean James E. Russell of ColumAlready seven have worn the orna'
" ";
bia university.
ment and it has become known that
the necklace is again to be taken from
Its storeroom to adorn the person of
BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
Rosamond Hull. Her engagement
It has been observed that beautiful Miss
to Harold F. Morse of Binghamton, N.
women always have good dlgestiou
Y., was announced by her mother.
If your digestion is faulty Chamber
Iain's Tablets will correct it. They
Brt4rt'y' Hair Harvest"
;are easy to take and most agreeable
It Is at East tiros' that the curious
in effect.
For sale by all dealers.
"hair harvest" of Brittafry' is "reaped"
Adv.
by the traveling merchants,- who go
from village to village bii'ymg the
beautiful hair for which1 the Breton
AND NEUROLOGISTS
ALIENISTS
belles are famous. This is later deof
24
A congress t
Chicago, June
stined to be made up Info "transforalienists and neurologists, the first mations," "fringes" and other' myslarge gathering of its kind held in terious arrangements with which lathe United States, assembled' in Chi- dies less abundantly endowed1 by nacago today for a three days' session. ture make up their shorturttiings in
the matter of "woman's crowning
The delegates to the congress
'
The clients of the tfair buyers
glory.-prominent physicians and
are
country lasses in the rechiefly
of
avpointed by the governors
moter districts, who are onlv too
nearly all the states.
pleased to sell their tresses in onicr
a little money to spend at ii.s
Easter fairs. The "harvest," however.
A CONFESSION
j
Is said not to be so good as formerly,
as with the spread of education and
the love of display many girls prefer
to keep their hair. Wide Awake
Her
Made
Statement,
Hopes
Public,
COLLEGE

SET EXAMPLE TO SUBJECTS

DOCTORS D!

In

Bur-was-

FIGHTER WITH SCOTCH
. ,it NtEDS
LITTLE TRAINING

ITALIAN

RAISING

HORSE

tit

v

Washlugton, June 24. The president and Mrs. Wilson today celebrated
their twenty-eightwedriing anniversary, with several relatives and intimate friends as their guests. They
were married in Savannah, Ga., June
24, 1883.
Before her mariage Mrs.
Wilson was Miss Ellen Louise Axson.
Her home was in Rome. Ga. The year
union synchronizof the Wllson-Axsoed with Mr. Wilson's acceptance of a
rofessorship at Bryn Mawr college,
where as the wife of the young educator, Mrs. Wilson attracted much attention by reason of her ready wit and
agreeable manner.
h

n

1

but without displaying any tact, lie
managed to coflvey the idea that he
wished to ptifcuase my message. Naturally my first impulse Was1 to throw
him bodily frorfl the room; but I reflected that if he could be made to
talk I might learn something of value.
With this Idea in mind 1 got from my
saddlebags a flask of cordial and as
there were no other glasses in the
room I took from their resting" place
the two Venetian goblets, and, pouring the wine into them, returned1 !o
the end of the room to get a chair.
As I picked up the chair there wai
a sharp sound as of a stone dropping.
When I returned to the table I no
ficed that a piece of my glass was
broken in a
form, aa
though It had been suddenly hit. To
put him at his ease and partly to give
him a notion of the value of what he
had broken I told my visitor of the
legend connected with them. As J
finished I saw that he was much agitated, drops of perspiration stood on
his forehead as he trembled violently.
He saw nie watching him and tried to
cover his confusion by a fit of coughing, but I was thoroughly aroused.
Why had the tale so affected him? In
a flash I saw it all, Holding a piece
or my glass to the light, I saw on the
substance. I was
aide a powder-lijexamining this when my caller took
the opportunity to escape. The powder I knew to be arsenic, with which
f "Ead before had ejepgrjence. Jt was
now quite late arid I would have" to
start early. I retired immediately,
and being accustomed to unexpected
adventures 'was soon asleep.
Early the next morning Jeatt; who
had returned during the nlghtj awakened me. As I related the adventure
a look of amazement overspread his
countenance and when I had finished
he told me that the goblets were merely copies of the famous Venetian glass
and that the originals were safely
stored in the family vault. This great,
ty relieved my mind, for I had been
worrying over the breakage of an heirloom which could never, have been replaced; but why, then, had the goblet
broken? Walking over to the table,
Jean pointed to the ceiling.
There
above us was a crack in the mosaic,
and from the debris of broken glass he
picked up a little red tile. It had
saved my life!
,
That night I reached Paris In safety
and delivered my trust to the king.
When I told him of the happening he
gave' me a beautifnl cut glass goblet
to present to my friend as a compensation fof the loss of the copy of the
star-shape- d

A

Worker Appreciates This

Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence,
Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen
years my kidneys and bladder Incapacitated me for all work. About eight
months ago I began using Foley
Pills, and they have done what
ether medicines failed to do, and now
i am
feeling fine. I recommend Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
f!r,d Cress Drug Store.
Kid-nej-

ENDEAVORERS

PARADE

i,ima, O., June 24, With a service;
of praise and welcome the Christian
Endeavor societies of Ohio began
their annua'! convention here tonight.
The convention will be in session until Saturday, the program providing
for numerous addresses in addition
to the reports and other routine business, Thursday, which has been designated as citizenship day will be
the big day of the 'convention. The
feature of the day will be a "purity'.'
parade of 5,000 young religious workers dressed in Immaculate white.
CHARITY

OFFICIALS

CONFER

g

24. The
Springfield, 111., June
greatest possible efficiency in the
administration of public and
charitab'ie Institutions is the
keynote of the program of the fourth
annual convention of the American
Association of Officials of Char'ty
and Correction which assembled in
this city today for a three days' session.
Delegates from many states
are in attendance. Robert W. Heb-bersecretary of the New York
State Board of Charities, is the president of the association and the preWhere Poverty Hurts.
Charles Tellier, the inventor of cold siding officer of the convention. On
storage, is Frenchman of eighty-fivTuesday the delegate's will go to Venetian goblet.
(Copyright, by Dally Story Pub. Co.)
years,
having been diseovered Jacksonville to ' inspect the state
In a state of abject poverty, Mr. Tellier
school for the blind, the state school
Around the' World on Foot.
was recently decorated and pensioned
for the deaf and Illinois', first state
Interest has lately been roused lh
by the French government.
England by the arrival there of a
In the course of an Interview with hospital for the insane.
young Australian, Leslie Wilson, who
a New York correspondent, Mr. TeU-ie- r
has started out to walk around the
talked with grim humor about
world. Already he has gone some
poverty.
miles. He is planning to take a
"The advantages of poverty are
to the trip, as he will not be able
year
desaid.
"The
he
rich
overrated,"
g
What long
days of con- to walk except on the land and will
clare that poverty brings out a man's stant
torture whut sleepless nights of have to take a steamer part of the
good points. Well so it does by the terrible agony itch itch itch,
constant itch, until it seemed that I must way.
roots."
tear off my very kin then
He is walking, he says, for health
Instant relief my skin cooled, soothed
and strength and not for any wager or
and healed!
Wonderful Crater Lake.
'
The very first drops of D.D.D. Pre- notoriety or any selfish, end. He comWhere once towered the highest scription
for Eczema stopped that awful
peak In this country is now only a itcli instantly: yes, the very moment menced without money and has to
D.D.D. touched the burning, skin the torearn his living and passage expenses.
of
and
the
within it lies ture ceaBed. A 25c bottle proves it.
shell,
part
lie eats
wonderful Crater lake, In Oregon.
D.D.D. has been known for years as This he does by lecturing.
reliable eczema only two meals a day, and claims that
This Is the view taken by geologists. the onlyfor absolutely
it washes away the disease he is much more able to walk long disThis was Mount Mazama, a great vol- remedy,
germs and leaves the skin as clear ami
tances when he goes without
as
of a. child.
that
cano, which,
probably before the healthy
Ail other druggists have D.D.D. Predawn of life upon earth, towered htgh scription
to
them
coma
it you can't
go
above any mountain now within the to us but don't accept soma big profit
Not Complimentary.
substitute.")
United
of
ThouStates.
the
boundary
But If yon feme to our store, weq era
"I hate to hear the human head resands of years ago it disappeared into BO Certntn of what D.D.D. will do for you
that we offer you a full Eize bottle on ferred to as a 'noodle.' "
the bowels of the earth. Crater lake, this
iniarante-e- :
do not find that
If
"I don't so much mind about the
six miles in diameter, is 2,000 feet it takes away the you
itch AT OWCB, it
human head in general, but I hate to
deep in places, and parts of the walls costs you not a cent.
'
rise perpendicularly another 2,000 fast. K. 0. GOODALL, E. Las Vegas, N. M. hear my head called a 'noodle.'
semi-publi-
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of Spring Plowing
by
Ceremony
Chinese Emperor and His Court
Had a Deep Meaning.

,

J

&
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Now that China has become a re Summer Heat Dangerous ta Little
Ones Whose Bowels Are
public, and the old order of things is
changing so rapidly, will any one
Neglected
make it his business to attend to the
A mother cannot do better for her
Important ceremony of the early children than to teach them from their
spring plowing, which from time Im- earliest
days regularity of the bowels.
memorial has been performed by the
Chinese emperors in the sacred field Regularity can be promoted without
the child knowing It by wutchin? ?ts
near I eking?
This curious ceremony was observ food and by so varyicr,- the food that
ed for the purpose of impressing upon all the elements of
disest'on are used,
the Chinese people the importance of when nature will do
the rest. The
to the
and
-

sticking
tilling the earth
farm. The emperor, accompanied by
his retinue, was accustomed to proceed in great state to the sacred field.
At each of the four corners of the field
stood a pavilion, where the seeds of
wheat and other cereals were kept. In
the middle of the field numbers of
magnificently attired courtiers held
aloft
flags, while thousands of farmers looked on, each holding some agricultural implement in his
hand.
Placing his left hand on the plow,
and holding a whip in his right hand,
the emperor began the ceremony. By
prearrangement, the officers did their
allotted share, some wielding hoes,
and others scattering seeds out of baskets, as if sowing them, while the emperor was busy with the plow, which
was hitched to a richly caparisoned
bullock, draped in yellow, and led by
two of the emperor's bodyguard.
When the emperor finished his stint
at the plow, the royal princes went
through a similar performance, and
after them nine of the highest courtiers took a turn. Thus the ceremony
was completed, and the royal plowman and his train returned to the palmany-colore-

d

,

ace.
Now that so many other ceremonies
have been done away with,x the world
mildly wonders whether there will be
plowing. Youth's.
another
spring
Companion,

S0LDIER$.w'HQ QUFW CORplTE
Hal ftPleaant Taste ana
a Slightly Exhilarating tnect
on th iystem.

Explosive

-

--

v.

One of the troubles Ot most European armies is that those soldiers who
can get hold of it inslBt on using that
terrible explosive, cordite, as If It
were a sort of chewing gum.
Its popularity is due to the fact that
when chewed In small quantities it

has a stimulating and exhilarating
effect, like small doses of alcohol.
Its taste, too, Is sweet, cordite being
three-fifth- s

an

nitro-glycerin-

explo-

sive which is sugary to the taste.
When chewed in large quantities
cordite becomes more powerful in its
effects, bringing on a blissful state of
ecstasy, and sometimes making the
victim of the habit see visions. But
the real danger of the habit lies in
the fact that, though
will only explode when given a very
hard blow or touched by an electric
spark, there is always a possibility
that, the" grinding of exceptionally
hard teeth might provide the necessary hard blow. Within the last few
years, at least three soldiers two
Germans and one Austrian have been
blown to bits, the use of cordite as
a chewing gum being the suspected
nitro-glycerin- e

cause.

-

The habit was not unknown In our
own army somo years ago, till the military authorities took steps to stop
Pearson.'! Weeklv,

it- -

fSu.'

"

Famous Echoes,
There are many fclnees Where Remarkable echoes occur. OjJ the banks
of the Rhine at Lurley, if the weather
be favorable, the report of a rifle or
the sound of a trumpet will be repeated at different periods and with
various degrees of strength from crag
to crag on opposite sides of the river
alternately.
A similar effect is heard near a
loch in Scotland. There is a place In
Gloucestershire, England, which is
eaid to echo a Bound fifty times. Near
Glasgow there is a spot where, if a
person plays a bar of music upon a
bugle the notes will be repeated by
an echo, but a third lower. Three
echoes will be heard in all, each lower
than the preceding one.
The whispering galleries of St.
Paul's, of the Cathedral church of
Gloucester and the Observatory of
Paris owe their curious effects to the
same laws of reflection of sound.
Pawned His Watch to Eat
man entered the
A
pledge department of the municipal
loan agency of the board of public
welfare at Kansas City. In one hand
he held a pair of false teeth, In the
other was his gold watch.
"How much on the watch?" he
gray-haire-

future health of the child depends

upon this.

But try as you

wUI there are timoa
one will become confelt 100 years old, out feela vounger
stipated and bilious In hot weather
immediate attention hs necessary, as now than his years.
Every druggist bells Dr. Caldwell's
many serious - diseases result from
stuffed-ubowels.
Dont give salts Syrup epsin and the price is only
or cathartics or purgatives, as theyj fifty cents and one dollar a lorge botare too harsh, but give a gentle, pleas tle. It will cure constipation and bilibowel stimulant jiko Dr. ousness in young or old, break up a

when the

little

p

g

Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. It has been
used by the children cf this a3 well as
a former generation, and' thousands
of families are proud to speaic well of
it, among whom we can mention Mrs.
Louise Reynolds, 303 Jackson St.,
Lynchburg, Va., who is glad to recommend it and Mr. Chas. W. Allen,
Manor, Tex., who writes that he 61ten

cold and stop summer diarrhoea by;
ridding the bowels of. the poisons ani
germs that cause the trouble; It is a
grand family laxative, with valuable
'
tonic properties.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle cau obtain it, poet j aid, by
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 413
Washington St., MonUceilo, ill.

BECOMES BISHOP OF KINGSTON

POLICE CHIEFS IN SESSION
Galveston, Tex., June 24. Galveston is well policed .today. Hundreds
of city marshals and po'tice chiefs are
here for the annual convention of
their state organization. "How to
control the wealth;.: and influential
law breaker" was the leading topic of
discussion at today's session. Tha
convention wll
adjourn Thursday
, nignt.

Kingston, Out., June 24. With all
the solemnity and ceremonial attachel
to the sacred offiwj,, Dean E. J. Bidwell
was consecrated 1 bishop of the Anglican diocese qf Kingston in St.
George's cathedj aV this morning in the
presence of a large congregation of
clergy and laity. The service throughout was a most impressive one. Archbishop Hamilton of Ottawa officiated
at the ceremony, assisted by the bish
cps pf Ontario and Huron.
a--

CANADIAN PHYSICIANS MEET
London, Ont., June 24. The Cana- ian Medical 'Association, with a mem- bership embracing prominent physlci- ans and surgeons thrrjitghdui; the- don
inioh JS6t in annual convention here
today for a four day's session. The at- tonrlanr,a -to iiTnnlln i
ui.uuuu.uj taiga auu rep- resentative. In addition to the mem- bers of the association the speakers
at the convention will Include a num.
ber of noted medical
ors of Ensrlanrt
nnfl fha rrnUi
cfnrt- '
vu.iiuU tjiaica.

DEALERS' CONFERENCE
Peoria, 111., June 24. The twentieth,
annual convention of the National Hay
Association began in tiris city this
morning, and will Continue until
Thursday night. Over 500 delegates
from all parts of the United States
are present. Today's sessions were
devoted to the opening formalities, the
annual reports of officers and standing committees and other routine busi:
ness.
HAY

-

--

WHOOPING
e

con-sid-

con-tak-

I

i

A Wonderful Remedy That is a Natural
Aid and Relieve the Tension.
Mother's Frlond, a famous external remable to
edy. Is the only one known that
reach all the different parts Involved. It

GERMANS SEE CAN AC
Bremen, June 24. A party of representative German business men departed today for England, whence
they are booked to sail from Liverpool later in the week for Canada. A
summer tour of Canada from coast
to coast is pVamied with the object
of promoting closer trade relations
between Germany aud the Domi;i:mi.
After visiting Quebec and Montr-;tha tourists will proceed to Ot;,n-:- i.
Toronto and Winnipeg, ai.l tU fo
the coast. On the return i,nmt.y
Hallifax, Fredericton, St. .Tohr, cr.i
other' cities of the eastern rr .v: v
will be visited.

asked.
11 Hit HI Wit jtai. -- MhwJVSri.!
Ralph Perry, who conducts the department, assured him that $3 would Is a ppnctrnling application aftor the formula of a noti'd lamllv doctor, and lubriabout cover it.
cates every muscle, nerve, tissue or tendon
"Well, I guess that will fix them," affected.
It goes directly to the strained
he said, and placed the false teeth in portions and gently hut surely relieves all
a pocket of his coat. Then he ex- tendency to soreness or strain.
? Its dally use there will be no jm!u, no
plained, "My teeth are broken and in distress,
ho nausea, no rtnnpT ot laceration
ZZAVZTX DAf
order for me to eat anything solid or other accident, nud the period will hr otic
and joyful anticipation.
comfort
St. Cj'lK', I
a
cf
fixed.
don't
must
supreme
need
be
they
To
yonncf women Moiher's Friend la
t
watch, anyhow, until I can enjoy my one of all
the greatest of all helpful imhieiieos, Today maii.el
meals." Kansas City Times.
o i' r at
for it robs childbirth of all its asoiii"s ami ver-.i1

r

House for $15,000.
Among .the London properties submitted for auction recently was the
"smallest house in London."
This is in Hyde Park place and was
described at the sale as living up to
its title ,as it only consisted of one
room. That solitary room is, towever,
of some value, since the property was
eventually bought In for more than
London Globe.
$45,000.
.One-Roo-

COUGH

"I have used Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy every since I have been
keeping house and I eonelder it one
of the best med!elne3 I have
ever
used. My children lave aft used --n:
www u&e a enarm rer eolaa
and whooping cough. Xn fact, I
it good for any kind of a throat
or lung trouble, and do not think nay
BIG TURNFEST AT DENVER
Denver, June 24. Delegations rep- household complete without it," writes
resenting German turner societies in L. C. Haines, of Marbury, Ala. You
every part of the country are pouring will look a good while before you find
into Denver for the quadrennial festi- a better preparation than Chamber-Iain'- s
Cough Remedy for colda ond
val and tournament of the North American Gymnastic Union. The gather- whooping cough In children. It
For sale by all dealers Adv.
ing will have its formal opening tomorno
tains
narcotic and ia pleasant to
row and will continue until Monday.
It Is the first meeting that the organization has ever held in the west.
HONOR MEMORY OF BEECHER
New York, June 24. The universal
regard in whicli the memory of Henry
HEAVY RAINS IN GUATEMALA
Guatemala City, June 24. Heavy Ward Beeiilier ia held was1 given ex
downpours' have marked the opening pression throughout this section of the
of the rainy season this year. After country today by exercises commemor
the change is a welcome one. All crops Ming the one hundredth aiiivers. trv c
the change is a welcom one. All crops the famous preacher's birtli In t i
are in the best of condition and little r.ectirut, the ancestral home of th
damage is expected from floods. Great Heecher family, and in Lrco'
headway Is being made by the lumber- where Mr. Beecher spent so many
men who are taking full aklvantase of the most important years of his
the swollen streams to get mahogany the principal public observance v 'f
and other logs on their fray to the held, but there was scarcely a Congreports. The cut of precious" woods this gational church or society iu this .section which did not devote some f iiioj to
year is very heavy.
the memory of the man wlmse
mons and writings touched it cy.'
mon heart of humanity.
Tka Icy Cf
When the baby Is suffering the double affliction of hot weather and bow-disorders, the remedy needed is
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR.
It reduces
the feverish condition, corrects the
stomach and checks looseness of the
bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co.

dangers, dispels oil the dmihr and dread,
the mind
all sense of fear; and thus Mmbk-and body to await !ho greniit erect in a
woman's life with iintiaii'meled gtadaem.
Mother's Friend is a most ebcrMied
is of bmr. and is i
remedy in th.iii.-nuKiK'h peculiar merit and. value as to make it.
b
to
recommended by ail
one
essentially
''
women,
You will find it on w!e al ail .Ini!!
at. $1.00 a bottle, or tin; rirtiMiKt will eiptt'jr
.'
it for you ii you insist upon It. Mother's Friend Is prepared only by ilie lii
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

factory has yet been devised to meet
such a condition, but the intelligent
ESTABLISHED 1879
thought of the country is Being more
and more centered on the problem Involved. The real problem Is how to
Published By
strike a balance that wni throw the
THE CPTiC PUBLISHING CO.
burden of support as much as possi(Incorporated.)
ble upon the man whoso wrong-doinhas precipitated the destitution of his
.EDITOR family, without placing too heavy a
M. M. PADGETT....
burden upon the general public the
public being entitled to the convict's
labor while supporting him. It has
'long been recognized that it is grossly unjust to leave the convict's famEntered at the postoffice at East ily without means of support and the
being made to remedy
Las Vegas, New Mexico, lor trans- effort
mission through the United States this Injustice. The theory of making
the guilty work and giving his fammails as second class matter.
ily the largest possible share of Ohe
proceeds of his labor Is unquestionTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ably the correct one, and the working
Daily, by Carrier
out of an equitable system is but a
Far Copy
i .05 matter of detail.
.15
.
One Week
.65
Geo Month
7.5C
One Year

if

ACCUSED OF
A DOUBLE

g

Daily, by Mail
One Year

Six Months...

-

SEE OUR OWN SCENERY
JG.O0

FIRST.

3.00

'

MURDER
EZRA CRABTREE SAID TO HAVE
KiLLSD SWEETHEART AND
HER LOVER
Greenup, Ky., June 21. Ezra Crabtree, the old man, who is charged with
the murder of George Steele and Mrs.
EJith Forrest, will be given a prelim
inary hearing in the Greenup count7
court here tomorrow. The authorities
are hopeful that the hearing will
bring to light facts that, will solve the
mystery of the double murder, which
but for the accidental finding of the
skeletons of the two victims might for
ever have remained a tragedy of the
unknown.
On Decembber
34, 1312,
George
Steele, father of a family residing on
the other side o fthe Ohio river, not
far from Ironton, and Mrs. Edith Forrest, wife of Andrew Forrest, disap- peaed. The couple were known to
have been intimate and at the time of
their disappearance it was the general
supposition that it was a case of elopement. The husband of the woman
was of this belief and in February he
filed suit for divorce and was granted
a decree on the ground that his wife
had eloped. The last that had been
seen of the couple was when they
crossed the ferry from Ironton to Rus-

The Trip Down From Harvey's.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Next
stop on this trip is the HarGROWER
vey carriage house
station, where
52.00
One Year
the
the
burro
and
trail
wagon road
11.00
Six V.ontns
to the famous ranch leave the canyon for the 2,000 feet climb. But
Cash m Advance for Mail Subscrip- this time continue on along the
stream which is bordered and crosstions.)
Remit by draft, check or money or. ed a dozen times and more by an exter. If sent otherwise we will not cellent carriage road In its course.
The stream Is a succession of miniafc responsible for loss.
ture falls, rapids and pools. So torSpecimen copies free on
tuous is its course that many times
you'll wonder if the wall of rock just
ahead Isn't the end of the road until
sell, Ky.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
reach it and find a sharp turn
you
The
of the elopement
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
or
another
stretch straight road was tragic sequel
opens
revealed two weeks ago yester
PAID FOR
a few hundred feet in extent.
day, when two men who were hunting
Passing the little park at the old
are guaranteed the Wood location you come to the "box" ginseng in the hills near Russell found
Advertiser
what remained o fthe bodies of a man
largest daily an weekly circulation of the canyon where its walls are so
and
woman, lying side by side, under
New
to
close
Etream
northern
of any newspaper la
'has
together the
what was left of a man's overcoat and
Mexico.
struggle to get. through and the road
climbs
the high shouller of the a woman's fur. The man's skull was
cliff alongside. But now you are In crushed in several places and he had
TELEPHONES
the Wesner park, where all the forks been shot through the right side, while
Main i
BUSINESS OfflCB
of the, south branch of the Gallinas the skull of the woman had been shatMain 9
NEWS DEPAEtTMENT
converge from their source at the tered into fragments.
The day after the discovery of the
Elk mountain. A beamy spot it is
a son of George Steele iden
skeletons
and
Its
with
finely
pastures
grassy
TUESDAY, JUNE 21, 1913.
where the lordly tified the body of the man as that of
cultivated
pine trees that stand here and there his father. Andrew Forrest, the diM A K I N ti THE M W OK It
singly in the midst of the grain fields vorced husband of Mrs. Forrest, Identi
fied the body of the woman as that of
look as if set. there for show.
Whether or not it Is because
Passing through the long, green his former wife. The clothes of the
n are acquiring greater power in field bordered by a brook that flows couple and a purse and a woman's
the far western states, it is a fact from the north a trail leads through shopping bag together with jewelry
that Washington and Oregon, In par- a gate and on up a long narrow ridge and other articles found on the bodies,
ticular, are showing a vigorous dis- heavily timbered all the way. At the made the identification complete.
position to come to the rescue of the top of this ridge one looks down upon
Two days after the finding ofthe
JaniUao-oQoitvlcts and o men who the Wesner place as upon a stage bodies the authorities took into cusf use to support, their families, says picture seen from the balcony a litEzra Crabtree, a man of sixty-fiv- e
the Kansas City journal. Oregon has tle oasis all hemmed about by great tody
years, residing near Ironton. Crabtree
just passed a law which authorizes peaks darkly timbered with pine and was known to have been numbered
the wife of a
"worthless" spruce, the streams centering toward
among Mrs. Forrests admirers and it
man to have him sent to the county it like the fingers to the palm.
was said that hee had openly displayed
farm, where ha is put at hard work
Keeping along the top of the ridge his jealousy of Steele and his anger
and paid at tha rate of $1.50 a day, the trail comes to a sharp turn and
the proceeds of his labor being turn- here if you look to the right you'll at the woman's apparent preference
ed over to the family, ft is confi- see the path to the mica mine, long for the latter.
The police are of the theory that afdently expected that this policy wi'il abandoned, where a tunnel of more
ter
Steele and Mrs! Forrest eloped in
Boon convince those men who are than a hundred feet leads to a deep
Crabtree met them in Iron-ton- ;
December,
disposed to neglect their families shaft into which a sightseer oynce felt
that he followed them' across the
that they will fare better by taking and was miraculously rescued alive.
on the ferry boat, quareled with
river
the proper care of them. WashingFurther down this same ridge is
after arriving on the Kentucky
Steels
ton has recently enacted legislation Garnet peak, where heso sparkling
followed them up the railroad
side,
found
stones
a
similar
little
be
plenstates
both
and
may
quite
line,
along
are unquestionably taking steps In tifully Then a few hundred feet of
the right direction.
descent brings you again to the old
As a general proposition, reforms Harvey ranch.
which shift ail the burden
upon
ANCIENT FONT SOLD.
"society" are not advisable. It must
Taos, N. M.i June 24. J. M. Foster
he conceded that there is wisdom in
the principle of compelling shiftless of Safford Ariz., last week was the
baphusbands and fathers to fulfill their lucky purchaser of an
obligations toward their families, tismal font from the Rev. Father Jose
and it may be taken for granted that Giraud of Taos.
This ancient hand made copper
equitable plans can be mapped out
which will not make every such man baptismal font was first used in the
and his family mere pensioners on ojd Taos Catholic church, built by
the Franciscan Fathers, which order
public bounty. It must be remembered that society bears a very heavy of mendicant monks was founded m
burden, thrust upon It by men who re- 1203 by St. Francis of Assisi. They
fuse to do their duty by their wives are called also Friars Minor, and in
SCd children, when the latter are England Gray Friars, because they
Upon trie correct answer to
thrown upon the public as wards of wear a gray habit.
this question will depend
The first church records now in
the public bounty. The underlying
much of the pleasure of your
principle of making 'iazy men work possession of the present priest, the
outing:. Why not avail youris in Itself wholesome, and once it is Rev. Father Jose Giraud, goes back
self of the. assistance xf the
definitely Incorporated. . .in ..the legal only as far as.17S9f.jrhe Rev. Father
was
time
at
that
undersigned, one of the Sanscheme of things the burden Will soon Gabriel de Largo
e
this
used
and
of
the
head
men
parish
ta Fe's summer tour specialbe; lifted from the .public; for
baptismal copper font.
will prefer to work as freemen for
ists'?! His help will cost you
When the Franciscan Brothers
Individuals rather than as prisoners
nothing, but 'you will find it
in a penal institution, when they are moved their headquarters to Taos
invaluable. ,,
forced t5 do one or the other. This the church of the pueblo was then
used just as a chapel to the present
refer3 to misdemeanors.
"
The convict problem is a larger time.
to
moved
were
church
things
Many
one, but It cannot be evaded and it
must be worked' out according to the new' church in Taos and this font,:
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
humanitarian principles. It is more on old time relic, was among them.
California, the Northwest
Mr. Foster is certainly to be con
complicated, but that is all the greatin
so
fortunate
for
being
er reason why it should be more seri- gratulated
Chicago, Adirondacks, tSie
of
but
ancient
this
relic,
securing
considered.
Under the existing
ously
Northern Lake Regions, or
we regret exceedingly to see
system, the man who commits a grave course,
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
it leave our historic Taos.
iiiTeiiBe and is sent to the penitenthis summer?
tiary for a terra of years leaves beEXECUTION
A WHOLESALE
hind him, it a man or family, those
Constantinople, June 21. Ttfelve of
n.re wholly Innocent of wrong-- .
Complete information about summen sentenced to death in connecthe
iloin
but who must nevertheless
mer fares and train service, etc.,
d
in his punishment by having tion with the assassination of
sent promptly, if you address
Scheffcet Pasha, the late grand
!hei: weans of support summarily
D. I, BATCH ELOU
wiiii; awn. In a very large propor-o- f vizier, were executed this morning.
instances such, families be-t- There was no disturbance. The conHTi
Agent
'
i
a greater or less extent, demned rnea u'ked to tho scaffold
COIIlf
Laa
X. M.
Vegas,
deiilir-e'fof public or private charity. with firm steps. Several of them
scaffold.
satistho
?rom
which
livered addresses
completely
S
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tracks and into the hills, where their
bodies were found.
Crabtree has made many conflicting
statements since his arrest. In his stories he has accounted for his movements on December 14, the day of the
murder, up to noon of that day, but has
been indefinite as to his movements
EI
after that. lime. He has adramitted
L- -i
seeing Steelel and the woman, but denies the statements that he was seen
following them across the river or that
he was seen in the vicinity of the place
where the crime was committed. He
has admitted that he was in love with
Mrs. Forrest and that he was frequently in her company.
Crabtree's wife died about fifteen
years ago and since that time he has
H
made his home with relatives in Jion-totowns and
and in various near-bvillages. He is the father of two
daughters and one son. Several yeai'3
ago he moved to the town of la
-- J
Grange, where he met Mrs. Forrest
and became infatuated with her.
Driving suitable devices it will sharpen knives, polish silverware, grind coffee and
Mrs. Forrest was about thirty-fivfreeze ice cream. Driving a washing machine it will Co a family wash in ten or
years old and the mother" of several
fifteen minutes, while you sit down and "take it easy " It can be madeto knead
children. Steele, the second victim of
the
bread, pump the water and sift the ashes. It is the most willing servant in
,
and
the tragedy, was about forty-sixthe
world always ready to work at any time day or night, never complaining of
the father of twelve children.
its surroundings, and never demanding half holidays and "evenings out.'' Our power
The daughter of the murdered wois "on' ' every minute of the year the Electric Servant is ready for work at any time.
man declares that Crabtree told her
of
become
ber
he knew .what had
mother and Steele after their disappearance. A citizen of Ironton ha3
stated that he saw Crabtree follow the
couple over the river on vhe next ferryboat after failing to catch the one they,
were on. What is regarded as another
link in the chain of evidence against
the accused man is the declaration of
a Chesapeake and Ohio railroad enWHOOPING COUGH '
gineer, who declares that he" saw a
"I
used Chamberlain's' Cough
have
man answering Crabtree's description
since I have
every
Remedy
Deon
near the scene of the murder
house and I consider it one
cember 14, and that questioning him
he said that he was lookin.; for a man of the best medicines I have ever
51,050 FULLY EQUIPPFO AT YOUR DOOR
il
used.
children
used
have
all
My
his
wife.
who had run away with
and it works like a charm for colds
and whooping cough. In fact, I con
MAY BUY A FOREST.
sider It good for any kind of a throat
24.;
the
June
precarRome,
Owing
or
lung trcuble, and do not think any
ious health cf the pontiff, after his
household
complete without it," writes
is
negoit
understood
recent H'iness,
tiations are now going on between I j. C. Haines, of Marbury, Ala. You
the Holy See and Prince Torlonia for will look a good while before you find
the purchase of a pine wood, owned a better preparation than Chamberby the prince, which lies close to the lain's Cough Remedy for colds ond
Vatican gardens. This wood can be whooping cough In children. It con
reached either by means of an un- take For sale by all dealers Adv.
derground passage or an archway and tains no narcotic and is pleasant to
OVERLAND MODf.i, 59
would enable the pope to enjoy a
A
Worker Appreciates This
very much larger area for his, walks.
Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence,
This section allows of a magnificent
Telephone or call and we will have our demonview of the Roman Campagna to- Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen
years my kidneys and bladder incapashow you
wards the Mediterranean.
citated me for all work. About eight
months ago I began using Foley Kidney Pills, and they have done what
Automobiie
I
Machine
ether medicines failed to do, and now
Vegas
FoI recommend
I am feeling fine.
Tne "Serbs' Rout."
Ptljt.e iVlain 344.
It was on the banks of the Mai ley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
Whalen, & Fowler Preps
ltza, near Adrlanople, In. 1364, that the Red Cross Drug Store.
Turks first came into conflict with
the young Slavonic races the SerWhen the baby Is suffering the douvians, the Bosnians, the Bulgarians. ble affliction of hot weather and bowTO CURE A COLD IN ONE OA V
FOR A WEAK STOMACH
Louis I., king of Hungary and Poland, el disorders, the remedy needed is
with the' princes of Bosnia, Servia and McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It reduces Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinint
Take Chamberlain's Tablets. They
Wallachia, had decided to conquer the feverish condition, corrects the Tablets. Druggists refund monoy If li enable the stomach to perform its
the sultan, a task that the Greeks had stomach and checks looseness of the falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
sig functions naturally. For sale by all
been unable to manage. The Turks bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle
on
25c.
Is
box.
nature
each
dealers. Adv.
Co.
Sold
Central
alDrug
by
were only half as, strong as the
lies; but the commander took advantage of their intoxication to make a
sudden night attafck. The Slavs were
aroused by the beating of the Turkish
drums.
"The Ottomans were upon
them before they could stand to arms.
a
TT
They were like wild beasts scared
,
from their lair," says
"speeding from the field of light to
-the waste of flight, those abjects
JLA
mamt .as
poured into the stream Maritza, and
U
were drowned." The spot can still be
seen on the map of Sirf Sindughi, the
"Serbs' rout."
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EVERY THING IN .THE. HOUSE

Do Not Ftar Disarmament.
Worldwide diwarmament would not
embarrass the great Krupp concern
In Germany. The technical director
of the corporation says: "It will affect,
us little. Persons generally believe
that the Krupps exist solely for the
manufacture of war material, but this
Is erroneous.
They forget that we
produce about 4,000 tons of steel daily,
war material being almost a side line.
If a worldwide disarmament was suddenly effected we would proceed much
the same as before."

NOTHING RESERVED
STOCK MUST BE REDUCED

tliir

Had Not Fair Chance In Life.
Recent statistics as to the life history of the inmates of the Elmlra
(N. Y,) reformatory, the , prison to
which offenders under the age of 25
are sent on their first conviction, show
that 60 per cent, of them were raised
In orphan asylwos.
r;
Kingsley Once Woman Suffragist.
An early supporter of the woman
Charles
suffragist movement was
Kingsley, who, with John Stuart Mill,
in 1809, attended the first woman's sufThe
frage meeting held in London.
following year, however,
Kingsley
withdrew from the movement. In the
course of a letter written to Mill,
who asked his reasons, Kingsley
wrote: "I am pained, in a very large
acquaintance of all ranks, to find the
better, rather than the worst, women
agairfst us; while foolish women of no
.
.
.sound or coherent opinions ,
are inclined to patronize us in a most
lioisy and demonstrative way." One
thing Kingsley believed in was the
Medical education of women. "I believe that If onoe women can be air
lowed to practice as freely as men, the
whole question as to the relation of
tho sexes will be made clear."
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A. A. Brown of Denver was a
ness visitor in Las Vegas today.
J. D. Hand left this afternoon for
Santa Fe on a few days' business visit.
Captain W. B. Brunton of Shoemaker came in this afternoon for a.
short business visit in Las Vegas. (
M. TL Williams lefl, this afternoon
for Albuquerque where he will be on
railroad business for a short time.
left this afterC. A. McCanliss
noon for Michigan, where he will be
for severa't weeks, visitinf relatives.
Max Nordhaua came in. last night
from Albuquerque and will be a business visitor in Las Vegas for a few
'
'
days.
G. L. Clary left this afternoon for
Watroua where he will remain for a
ghort time on telephone business.
Mrs. Flora Harris of Dayton, Ohio,
left this evening for her home after
having been the guest of her sister,
Mrs. George Laemmle, for the past
several weeks.
"
B. F. Calley,
represen, tlve for
company of
the Randall-FaichneBoston, was a business visitor In Las
Vegas today.
L. II. Feterson came in this after- noon from Chicago, and will be united
in marriage to Miss Rachael Ward tomorrow evening.
Have your clothes cleaned at the
Parisian Dry Cleaners. 523 Sixth
street. Adv.
Miss M. L. Pugh of Wagon Mound
came in yesterday evening and will
remain in Las Vegas for the coming
few days on business.
H. E. Caldwe'il, .representative for
the Collier magazine., came in last
night from Trinidad for a short busii
ness visit in Las Vegas.
'
W. J. Stehle, representative for the
Morris Packing company, is in Las
Vegas today on his weekly business
visit. He lives in Albuquerque.
Mr, and Mrs. J. P.McNierny left
this morning for their home in
after having been visitors in
Las Vegas for the past few days.
Panama hats cleaned and blocked.
Parisian Ciearners, Phone Main 33.

THE OPENING

busi-

Ro--cia-

Adv.

Waiter Hoke returned yesterday ev- ening from Taos where he has been
for the past two weeks on a fishing
trip. He states that the fishing near
Taos is the best that can be found in

-

New Mexico.
Rev. Samuel Magill, pastor of the
Raton Presbyterian cnurch, came in

--

last night and will remain in Las
Vegas, for the coming few days on
church business.
Joseph Fuss anil daughter, Miss
Laura, left this morning for their
home in Cleveland, after having been
business visitors in Las Vegas for the
'
past few days.
Peter Groome, connected with the
commerce
interstate
commission,
came in last night from Washington,
D. C, and will be a business visitor
in Las Vegas for a few days.
Rev. Father Paul Gilberton, dean of
the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows,
Las Vegas, after a leave of absence of
three months in Italy and France to
restore his health, returned yesterday
by late train No. 9. The Reverend
gentleman, so popular in Las Vegas
and so beloved by his parishoners, has
enjoy ed'a very pleasant vacation and
ha lucked as if the vichy cure had
firm:? him a lot of good.
According to
h ports he has broken the record of
fast passenger traveling, having made
i; f;cn Paris to Las Vegas exactly in
nine days. He sailed from Havre on
Ute steamer France on June 14 at
night and reached home the twenty-fourtand every one is glad to see
h

him.
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CONWAYS GET A GOOD START IN
THE NEW ELKS BOWLING LEAGUE,

The Losey bowling team was defeated last night on the Elks alleys
by the Conway team by a score of
The game was at1,781 to 1,742.
tended largely by tne members of the
lodge, and the new league series
With
promises to be interesting.
their defeat last night the Loseys will
retire, as the elimination process will
be used throughout the games.
The "next game will be played on
Thursday night between the HoKe
and the McWenie teams. It was announced that these teams would bow'i
last night, but they will not play un-t- il
Thursday night. Conway made the
high score last night with 535 pins
to his credit. The scores are as' follows:

Conway's Team.

-

&

STATE LEGISLATURE
FOR PANAMA-PACIFIEXPOSITION.

$450,-r'00- 0

.y.

Harrisburg, Pa., June 24 The
ate today passed finally the "bolus's
bill appropriating $450,000 for Pennsylvania's participation in the Panama-Pacific
exposition. The vote was
26 to 16, just the necessary number
to pass the measure.
The house made the appropriation
$300,000 and the' senate appropriation
committee added $150,000 to the bill.
The measure goes back to the hous-for concurrence in the amendments.
Several senators spoke against The
appropriation as' excessive. Senator
McNichol of Philadelphia, said he
favored the bill as amended by the
senate because of the high cost of
labor and material on the Pacific
coast that will have to be taken into
account in the .construction of a
state building. Senator Kline of Allegheny, chairman of the appropriation committee, also argued1 for the
sen-
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Losey's Team.
1st 2nd 3rd To'l
36
99

Losey
Bailey
I. Bacharach
-

Smith

!rcL--

l.i

159
151

i103

107

.05

,95
71

.

McElroy

80

159
141
115
84
97

494
391
325
284
248

513 593 5961742
Total
of the league teams Is
The line-aias fallows: " Loseys Losey, C. H.
Baily ITte, Bacharach, H. M. Smith, P.
Trumbulls Trumbull, H.
McElroy.
D.
W,' Condon, M. M. PadRaynolds,
gett, S. Bacharach. Conways ConSanford,'! Rumohr,
Fleming,
way,
John
McWenies
Nahm.
McWenie,
Harris, Woods, Des Marias, Mackel.
Hokes Hoke,
Springer, Witcomb,
Root, BendijfeV Martins Martin, Dennis, Ward, J. Stern, Van Petten.
Burns,
Strasses Strass, Amundson,
Aments
H. Gehring, H. Weld.
Amenta,.-- C W. G. Ward, C. Wert- -, C.
Greenclay, J. D. W. Veeder. Duncans
Duncan, p.: j. Leahy, L. Shupp, R.
Johnson, I. Appel. Henriquezes
Henriquez, Nolette, C. Danziger, E.
Wlttens
L. Hammond, H. P. Brown.
RosenS.
E.
E.
Johnson,
Witten,
thal, D. Stern, Dr. E. B. Shaw.
;

PUBLIC INVITED TO
ORDINATION

SERVICE

TWO CANDIDATES WILL BE ELEVATED TO PRESBYTERIAN
MINISTRY TONIGHT.

ii

CLAiOANT'S DAUGHTER

WHEN ON YOUR VACATION

A SENSATION

CREATES

in such a manner as to give you SAFETY from
you want to carry your-fundloss or theft, CONVENIENCE cashable anywhere in the world These require-- '
ments are to be found only in TRAVELER'S CHECKS, issued in amounts of' $10,
$20, $50 and $100 and sold by
s

4. A
London, June
maue
was
lousy
cnaige

sensational
u me Bow
oueet court against a aaugnter
.iitnur Orion, me notorious claimant
10 me estates of me 'i'ichijonie family, about whose identity tne worm
was divided into two camps tor many
he woman was accused of
ytai's.
thieatehuig to murder Miss Demse
Greville, who. is to marry yir Josepu

,

i

--

tne young-

uaniy-Tichborne,

-

baio--

FEOP
CAPITAL

n

ei, at bromptou oratory tomorrow.
The threat was contained in a letter to the Karl pf Granada, who married in

1909

Beatrice

TTFr

CONTENDER FOR DAVIS TROPHY
CUP BEATS MEMBER OF
CANADIAN TEAM
,

Wimbledon, England, June 24. At
of play m the English lawn tennis championships here
today, Craig Biddle of Philadelphia
added several marks to his reputation
by winning three straight sets from
G. H. Hayes, a member of the Canadian team which meets Belgium in
the next round of tne Davis tropny
tournament. The score was

the resumption

6--

6--

The American player did. especially
good work in his service and his
overhand smashes. The captain of
the Canadian Davis trophy team, R.
B. Powell, beat J. B. Ward of England three sets to one. The score
was
W. E. Crawley of England beat F.
W. Rohe, the crack player of the
German Davis trophy team, three sets
to one. The score was 10-7--

6--

9--
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l;lls, daughter

of Ogden Milis of iSew York.
feir George Lewis, speaker for the

imyAl'SBA-tBAl- if

declared mat the accused had iutenued to carry out ner
threat of niurdur tiurimj the ceremony
ai uromptou oiatory tomorrow.
itiu ac.used, whu calied Herself
pro-tcuii-

'ihere-- a

O

T7

E. O.

National League.
Chicago at St. Louis; two games.
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati; clear.
Philadelphia at Boston; clear.
Brooklyn at New York; cloudy.

protested in court that she intended uo harm
to the bride and only wanted to bring
Her case to tne attention of the pubDoughty-Tichborn-

S. B

American League.
St. Louis at Chicago; clear.

lic

The letter to the Earl of Granada
New York at Washington; cloudy.
referred to the 'approaching marBoston at Philadelphia; clear.
Cleveland at Detroit; two games.
riage of my cousm, Joseph
It said:
..."I have asked you to use your inAmerican Association.
fluence to aiane them give me some
Louisville at Columbus; cloudy.
of the money they have stolen from
Indianapolis at Toledo; clear.
us. You do nothing, it is nothing
Kansas City at Milwaukee; clear.
to you that I starve, as long as you
and your wife can give parties and
Western League.
flaunt about with people who if they
Denver, at Omaha; cloudy.
knew the truth would be ashained to
Lincoln at Sioux City; rain.
know you. You cannot hide any more,
St. Joseph at Topeka; cloudy.
for I am making you an accessory
Wichita at Des Moines; cloudy.
before the fact in telling you that I
am going to shoot that girl rather
than Joseph shall marry her and
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
they shall live on
National League
"As there is a God in heaven, I am
Boston
At
Philadelphia, 8; Boston,
going to do it."
3- Arthur Orton, in 1869, came to
At New York Brooklyn,
New
Roger Tichborne and demanded the Y
ork,
title and estate of the 'welfth baroAt Cincinniati Cincinnati, 7; Pittsnet. He came from Australia and the
the young burg, 6.
family, believing that
American League
Roger Tichborne had been lost at
At Philadelphia Philadelphia, 13;
sea, refused to acknowledge him. The
celebrated trial ensued in 1872. Or- Boston, 4,
At Chicago--St- .
Louis,
ton was
Chicago.
and later sent to
jail for 14 years for perjury. He died
Western League
after serving his term in 189S, but
At Omaha Omaha, 8; Wichita, 2.
before that admitted his Identity as
a butcher from the east of London.
At St. Joseph Denver, 1; St. Jo
seph, 0.
BRAZILIAN STATESMAN HONORED
At Sioux City Topeka, 10; Sioux
Denver, June 24. Speeding across City, 5.
At Des Moines Lincoln, 12; Des
eastern Colorado, D. Muller, the Brazilian statesman and his official party Moines, 3.
were scheduled to arrive from Omaha
at 1:30 o'clock this afternoon for a
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
two hours' stop in Denver.
The Denver chamber of commerce had arrangNational League.
ed to take the party on an automobile
Club
Won
Lost Pet
trip over the boulevard and, pak sys- Philadelphia
36
17
.679
tem of Denver following a visit to that New York
33
22
.600
'
organization's headquarters for an in- Brooklyn
30
.556
24
spection of Colorado's products.
32
27
.542
Chicago .
At the conclusion of this tour of the
32
27
.458
Pittsburgh
24
city Dr. Muller and his party were to Boston
31
.436
,
leave over the Denver and Rio Grande St Louis
1.24
35
.407
for Colorado Springs, his last stop
39
.350
21
Cincinnati
to the Pacific coast.

Jefrersoa Raynolds, President.
Raynolds, Vice President Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
Davlg, Vice President
II. Eile Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.
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SAILOR KILLS HIMSELF
Savannah, Ga., June 24. Rather
ihan submit to arrest for leaving his
ship without permission, T. Eaton, a
seaman of the United States steamer
Tacoma, killed himself in a public
square here today. When his captors
surrounded him the sailor drew a revolver.
"I'll kill myself before I'll return,"
he cried.
AVIATOR'S DEATH DOUBTED
The next instant he had pressed the
June 24. There was no
fired.
and
breast
London,
his
against
weapon
confirmation today of last night's disHe died in a few minutes.
patches regarding the sensational
death of an aviator named Fairbairns
off Shoe Buryness. There is no FairINDICTED.
VIVISECTIONIST
24
ittve physi- bairns among th? members of the
Philadelphia, June
cians of the University of Pennsyl- Aero club and no one at Brooklands
vania, who are charged with, cruelty ever heard of him,
Last night's dispatch declared thai.
to dogs in vivisection work, entered
$500 bail here today. Three of the Fairbairns fell 1,000 feet into the sea
Dr. Allen J. while making a trial flight In ft 350
physicians, - Including
Smith, former dean of the medical horse power machine of remarkable
school and brother of the provost, construction. Another version has It
appeared personally before a magis- that he had hade a remarkable es
trate and waived a hearing. The oth- cape when his machine sank Into he
er two defendants were out of the sea, being saved from drowning by a
city and appeared through counsel.
cleverly contrived airjacket which he
The magistrate accepted bail in his wore.
private office and a Bcore of prominent society women, eager to testify
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, June 24. The closing
against the doctors, waited at a station heuse in the- negro quarter for quotations on the - New 'York Stock
the trial to begin. The women were Exchange were as follows
.'. .... 6S
Indignant when told that the case Amalgamated Copper '.
had been disposed of by the magis- susar,;. .7.
:.:.i7
trate in his office two blocks away. Atchison.
. . .
The physicians deny that any cruelty Reading
157
was practiced.'
95
Southern pacific .
146
Union Pacific
53
United States Steel
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
United States Steel, preferred ..103
Kansas City, Mo., June 24. Hogs,
receipts 13,000; market strong; bulk
FAVOR SUNDAY BASEBALL
New York, June 21. A referendum
$8.008.70, packers and butchers
SS.608.75;
light $8.658.75; pi's vote of the mayors of fifty cities in
$7.00(5)8.00.
New Y'ork state shows an overwhelmCattle, receipts 8,000; market steady ing majority in favor of Sunday baseto shade lower; prime fed steers $8.50 ball, according to figures made pub8.90; dressed beef steers $7.O0S.t0; lic here today by William P. Capes
western steers $6.008.5O; southern secretary of the Conference of Mayors
steers $5.758.00; cows $4.257.25; of the State of New York. Out of 32
heifers $G.00S,75; stockers and feed- mayors voting, 27 endorsed Sunday
ers $5.507.50;
bulls $3.507.00; Karnes. In view of the vote a resolu
calves $6.003.25.
tion had been sent to Governor Salzer.
Sheep, receipts S.000; market 23
with a view to repealing statutes which
40 cents higher; iambs $5.7.j7.S5;
prohibit professional ball on Sunday.
yearlings $5.00G.50; wethers $4.50
5.50; ewes $4.005.15; stockers and
feeders $3.004.50.
Subscribe for The Optic.

CALIFORNIA

NORTHWEST

Round trip tickets will be on sale
from June i to September 30, 1913, daily
with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913.

Los Angeles or San Diego

Special da.es, shorter limi.
San Francisco - - . . S55.00
Special dales, shorter limit
S50.CI
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle - S77.5
Special dates; shorter limit - $72.5

e

At

8

o'clock this evening in

the

church the presbytery of Santa Fe, which has been
in session here all day, will ordain
to the Gospel ministry Mr. John R.
Fitzgerald and Mr. Acorsino Lucero,
recent graduates in theology at the
The
McCormick seminary, Chicago.
ordination sermon will be preached
modby the Rev." R.'C., Jackson, the
ordination
or
order
and
the
erator,
wi'il be conducted by the Rev. Samuel
Magill of Raton. The charge to the
candidates will be delivered by the
Sabino Rendon, presbyterlal
Rev.
missionary work.
In addition to the regular music
Mrs. Lola Holmes Northup will sing
a solo, "Dry Those Tears," accompanied by Mrs.,. Mabe'i Hall and by
Mrs.' Charles O'Mafier with violin ob-

First Presbyterian

'

J
ligate.
The services will be of popular interest, and people generally without
corregard to church connection are
dially invited to be present.
'

VOTES

-"l
st
7.173

.'--

Conway

'

SPEND BIG SU1I

IS ACQUITTED

Calgary, Alta., June 24. Arthur
the American heavyweight pugil
ist, was acquitted last night of a manslaughter charge which was placed
--"gainst him is a result of the death of
Luther McCarty, who died in the first
bout at
round of a scheduled
the Burns arena here. May 2t, last. It
was charged by the goverrment Kat
McCarty died from a blow administered by Pelkey.
minutes
The jury vas out forty-fivbefore returniTig'thc verdict, although
Chief Justice Harvey's charga was nn
favorable to the defendant.
In his charge to the jury, Justice
Harvey admitted that there was some
whether or not thj contest
youbt as
n
was illegal', hut : said there a
doubt that l:i-- of.vh had been causal
conby a bio sn :ait tte jury sh
as
i.i
defe'n
.t
sider only wheihe the
his
of
death
of
the
causing
guilty
in in effc'-- to win th pfz;
placed upon the contest.
A rider, added to the verdict, said
that the contest was a prize fight and
asked that the Alberta government im
conmediately take steps to stop such
tests. Judge Harvey declared that the
rider was unnecessary, and that his
charge and the verdict would accom
plish that. He said that there had
been doubt before as to the interpretation of the law on the matter of what
constituted a prize fight, but that hereafter there would be no doubt.

Dr. P. TV Huxmann returned last
,CerrUIos, whee he
flight
for the past few
on
business
been
has
'days.' ' "!;
Mrs. H. W. Greene of Boston will
leave tonight for her home at that
Mrs. Greene has been in Las
place.
Vegas for the past few days on business and renewing old acquaintances.
Mrs. Felipe Delgado, with her children, Antonio and Francis, left yesterday for Santa Fe for a visit with
relatives and friends.
Miss Jeanette Martin is here from
visit-in- ?
Chicago to spend the cummer
her sisier, Miss Anna Martin.
.

No nerson need hesitate to take Fo
Kidney Pills on the ground that
they know not what is in them. Foley
& Co. guarantee them to be a pur
Ipy

"urativo medicine, specially prepared
for kidtipy.and bladder ailments and
irregularities.
They do not contain
habit
dregs. Try them. O
G. SchaeCer and Red Coss Drug Store

-
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s

-
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,

American
Club

Philadelphia
Cleveland
Washington
Boston Chicago
Detroit
St. Louis
New York

League.
Won
Lost
43

.11.39
.33
31
34
25
24
17

,

Pet.
.741
.629
.541
.534
.531
.391
.358
.293

15
23
28
27
30
39
41
.41

Tickets are first class, good for
in either direction, and for further stopovers
particulars
as to routing etc.. please call at ticket
office.
D.

L. BATCHCLOR., Agent

.y

Western League.
Club

i

Denver . ....
St. Joseph
Des Moines
Lincoln
Omaha
Sioux City
Topeka '
Wichita

Won
42

36'
34
34
34
26
23
21

Lost

Pet.

19
27
28
28
29
36
39
44

.689

.

.

.571
.548
.548
.540
.419
.371
.323

Try an

PIT
-

;

Ad. in The Optic's
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MAIL CAR DESTROYED.

Denver, June 24. A car carrying
25 ;sacks of mail and a large amount
of 'baggage was burned with its contents early this morning near Yuma,
on, the Chicago, Burlington & Quin'cy
railroad. The car was attached to
a westbound
train due in Denver
shortly after 7 o'clock. When tne
fire was discovered the car was
practically consumed and the trainmen uncoupled it and ran It onto a
siding, where it was destroyed. The
fire was started from a spark from
'

a locomotive.

Santa 'Fe, N.
and return

LI.

$h
w

Christian Enclec;'
Convention and C:::;J:

TO INSTALL NEW RATES.

Kansas City, June 24. Railroads in
Missouri affected by the recent decision of the XTnited States supreme
court upholding the Missouri
passenger and maximum freight rate
laws, will, without waiting" for the
mandate of the supreme court, put
the new. rates into force "'at the
earliest practical date," according to
an announcement by attorneys representing the railroads, after a meeting here today.

July 1st to 6th

hzb

Tickets oo s::l: J:r ? ;? t;
3rd Inc., final r. 7. ::; f77 J
fti

JW.

k.x

iiK.

!
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Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion ct tie ear.
There Is only one way to cure Clearness, and that Is by constitutional
remedies.
Deafness Is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a running sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness Is

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.

lot

j

V

1

Li

a

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN RLE ALWAYS HANDLED
A

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

FOR

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &

a. m. iteguiar communication first and
V
third Thursday In
KSt'-each month. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Win. P. Mills,
AOVf 9.
W. M., H. 8 .an Pettra, Secretary.

o. o. MOOSE Meets second aa
fourth
Thursday
eveuihg east
inotirt, at u o W. Hail
vision
brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator; J.
Thornhill,
errutary.

n

COLUM

D

a

OPTIC

T5he

the result, and unless the Inflamma
tion can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hear
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases ,out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for 'any case of Deafness (caused by
by RATES
catarrh) that cannot be cured
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for (Circulars, free.

ohe

i

CLASSIFIED

TI8EMENT?

NO.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

2,

cents par line eacn insertion.
K NIGHTS
TEMPLAR
Reg- Take Hall's Family Pills for consti Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
"
Tuesconulave
d
iur
pation.
No ad to occupy less space than two
day In each month at Mir
lines. Ait ailvertl's merits charged
Home
Temple at 7:30 p. m. O. H.
TAX PAYMENTS
will be booked at space actually set,
10.
Klnkel,
C; Chas. Ttmme.
Notice is hereby given that any without
regard to number of words
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will Cash in edvance preferred.
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3,
and after July 1, 1013 will he subject
AL ARCH
Regular con
to a penalty of five per centum.
vocation
first
Monday in
Further notice is hereby given, that
each month at Masonic
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
published of the publio sale of all
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
D.
A.
taxe3
of
which
property upon
Wood, Secretary.
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
for such sale, and such property upP ANSFORD CHAPTER N.6. 2, O. E.
on which taxes of 1912 are then delin
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN B.
8, Meets first and third Fridays
quent, will ba sold as required by the
at 7:30 p. m, In Masonic Templo,
1913.
Laws
of
session
Mrs, J. O. Rutledfa, Worthy MaDated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary
1913.
Telephone; Main 329.
EUGENIO ROMERO,
WANTED Reliable girl of good mo
Collector, San
Treasurer and
rals for housework. No other need, FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO
Miguel County, N. M.
1054 Seventh street,
apply,
102
MeMf every Monday night at
0 R, C, pallj on Ppufla avenue,',
'
NOTICE.
WANTED Competent
8 o'clock.
are"
stenographer
Visiting
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
and office clerk Answer in own
cordially welooma J. C. Werti,
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
handwriting. J. B. Optic office.
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
lakes, which are the two northernC. H. Bally, treasurer.
most of tb. group of Kroenig's lakes WANTED
At thi9 office, nice
of the Ten Lakes Land rmpany. No
large cotton rags. Must be clean. B. P. O. ELKS Meeta second and
person win be allowed ja hunt or
5 cents per pound.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
.,.
fish upon this property except mem
month Elks home on Ninth streff'
bers of tho club, and all persons go- and Douglas avenue. Visiting
.ing there must be prepared to show
cordially Invited'. Gov. Wm.
a membership card In this organiza
J. Mills, Bxalted Ruler; D. W. Contion. Otherwise they will be arrest FOR SALE 1913 Model
don. Secretary
motorcycles
ed for trespassing.
and motor boats at bargain prices
THE LA JARA HUNTING
all makes, brand new machines, on K MIGHTS OF
COUN-CICOLUMBUS,
AND FISHING CLTTB.
eaey payment plan. Get our propa
NO, 804. Meets second and
siUon before buying or you will re
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
gret it, also bargains in used motor
Pionw building.
Visiting memcycles,
write us today. Enclose
bers are cordially invited. Richard
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
stamp for reply. Address Lock Box
Device. G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
AMD
11, Trenton, Mich.
SIGN
Five

J

Tuesday of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore
si I
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers s.r

'

Wanted

.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54V
O. of B. B. Meets
every firsi

cordially

luvited

President;
retary

Charle, Greenclay, See

iBaac

Appal

PLAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets every Monday
evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visit"
Ing brethren cordially Invited to at
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; " Gus
O-

-

1.

Lehman,
Secretary;
C.

V.

G.;

T.

M. Elwood.

Karl Wertzl Treasurer;
V. HedKcock, cemetery trnxtos

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERiC
Meet K the Forewt of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen, of the World
hail, on the second ej4 fourth

Mondays of each month at 8 p. a.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G.
Laemm,e,
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local '135.
uty. Visiting members are eap
dally welcome and cordially iqviv

s

As we have said before,
the purpose of THE OPTIC is
first of all to serve its readers.
To do this is not only the right
moral attitude toward our
constituency but it is good
business, speaking from purely a business standpoint.

i

PAINTING

HER.
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MAN-

For-

GKAN'D AVE.

ROOMS
LOCAL

H

!

Ml

FOR

EAST BOUND
No.

a; 10 p. tn
1L.05 p. m

2

No.
No
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No
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No
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No.
No.
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16 p
11:06 p.'
2:10 a
2:10

20 p. m
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For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon
-- if you use

is different
from that of
a few years ago. The idea no
longer is to fool and to misrepresent, but to inform and to
invite. And it is the constant
aim of the good merchant to
stick resolutely to facts.
to-da- y

EMPRESS
FLOUR
It s giving
you
a present for do-

ing

something
do
'd
you
hny
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

FLOUR really,
Made

is.

by GER-

MAN PROCESS

It is this spirit that makes

for confidence and enables us
to draw attention of our readers to the profitable practice
of "ad" reading.

I

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON - IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD
.

V

SILVER
PLATE
I

BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH.

V
Tiitmiii aiiiiiiiiiiaitaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiu

imam

health
White

furnished flat,

GREY (STER- LING) FINISH

TrMPRRSS
can be ob
tained in this city from

ALL GROCER.S

FOR RENT

Five room cottage
Phone Purple 5301.

hill.

tm

FRIVATE board.

710 Grand

FOR A WEAK STOMACH

Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford.
Mass., says: "I had a terrible nain
across my back, with a burning and
scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney
Pills as advised, with results certain
and sure. I felt toned up and invigorated.
Fills. "

Attorneys-at-La-

Las Vegas.

New

--

xi-

1ENTI!T
OR

HAMMOND. OENTIfb,
Crockett, Building.
Office Telephone
mi Hi
House Telephone
Mala l
E.

L.

DR.

F.

B. HUXMANN
Dentist
Dental work of any descrlpiius
moderate prices.
Room
Center Block. Tel. Mala
East Las Vegas, N. M.

QMWQTML

iOE

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
'
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
t .... 50c
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
per 100 lbs

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

1200

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each
Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery

Less than

A

50 lbs., Each

G UA

.

20c per 100 lbs.
25c per 100. lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
..50c per 100 lbs

;

Delivery

PUR A COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aae
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

I

recommend Foley Kidney
For backache, rheumatism,
lumbago, and all kidney and bladder
ailments, use Foley Kidney Fills. O.
G. Sohaefer and
Red Cross Drug
Store.

ANT Ads
Are Best

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
LAXATIVE
BROMO
Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if it
E W. GROVE'S gig
tails to cure
'larure l on pach no. 25c.

Market Finders

Tale

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund money
if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
or Protrdln? Piles in 6 to 14 days.
50c.

Much Money Fails Due Shortly.
Industrial and publio service corporations will, It Is said, be called on
to meet $300,000,000 la short tena
notes before IS 14.

ClasKifle'l
thpae

ad, search out the people to

who MIGHT

BUY

the

particular

wnom among at1
tniag is Tsorth moat.

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST 10 sobisoss
who reads the ads. in this Eawspaper and
would ae?r
your property unleM It were advertised here.

hr

Other, who read and answer ads. In tills newspaper want (tut 4
are anxious to pay c&ali for) hooks, automobiles, used mcSJ.B?-and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical ta
"
struments.
As the classified ada, are read by &U psMiMe buyeis, of all j
elhle sorts of tliiaei, they feate come to be Cnders of the best mv--

km.

!

Professional Health Culture for Ladlsi
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scaij
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. n.

Seal.

IT CURES WHILfc YOU WALK

Use Allen's Footease, the antisep'
tic powder to be shaken Into the
shoes. It instantly takes the sting
out of corns, Itching feet, Ingrowing
nails, and bunions. It is the greatest
comfort discovery of the age. Allen'B
Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes
feel easy. Ladies can wear shoes
one size sraa'iler after using. It is a
certain relief for sweating, callous
and swollen, tender, aching feet. Try
it today. Sold everywhere, 25c. Tria'
package FREE. Address Allen S.
Olmsted. Leroy, N. Y.

NO.

ire cordially invlt
tS. Chas LiebacD
Chancelloi
aer,
Commander. Harrj
ry Martin, Keeper of Records anc

Ave.

Take Chamberlain's Tablets. They
enable the stomach to perform its
functions naturally. For gale
by all
dealers. Adv.

LODGE

KNIGHTS OF PY
TH I AS Meets ev
ery Monday even
Ing in Castle Hall
Visiting
Knlghti

r.liscQtianaesus
p.

6:10 a. m..... 6:15 a.
4:20 p. m
4:30 p.
6:35 p. m.... . 7:00 p.

The spirit of advertising

No
Call

V

2:05 a m
'
4fi o. m.. .
WEST BOUND

ii.

RENT

RENT Modern
511 Ninth street.

Bepan

DCRADO

Rent

seekers need apply.
Kitchen.

UKfl

Arrive
No

FOR

-

& HUNKER
A. Huss

brotli-ersar-

For Sale

N. O.

And so is it that we point
out from day to day the
this paper
and the advaritages to be
gained from keeping posted
in all of the news thus

HUNKER

George H. Hunker Chester
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nis nana' as ne drank was coveres
with dried blood, he slammed the
glass on the counter so that it broke.
"You heard the shots?" he said.
"At Spite House?" I whispered.

He nodded.
"You were there?" I asked.
"Half a mile beyond. When I got
there it was all dark. Looked in
through the end window, but the rain
got down my neck, so I went round.
The front door was standing open. I
listened a while. No need to get shot
myself.
Thought the place was
derelict. Then I heard groans,

"Struck a bunch of matches then,

i

IgyradwfB
SYNOPSIS.
'

PART ONE.
CHAPTER
story opens with
Jesse Smith relating the story of his
In
life
Labrador and of
his
early
Birth,
the death of his father.
CHAPTER II Jesse becomes a sailor.
His mother marries the master of the
hip and both are lost in the wreck of
the vessel.
CHAPTER III Jesse becomes a cowboy
In Texas..
CHAPTER IV-- He
marries Polly, a
of questionable morals, who later
linger
la reported to have committed suicide.
CHAPTER V Jesse becomes a ranchei
id moves to British Columbia.
Tha

PART TWO.
!HAPTER I Kato Trevor takes up the
narrative. Unhappily married she contemplates suicide, but changes her mind
after meeting Jesse.
CHAPTER II Jesse rescues Kate from
her
husband who attempts to kill her. Trevor loses his life
in the rapids.
d

CHAPTER IITKate rejects offer of
grand opera managers to return to the
stage and marries Jesse.
CHAPTER IV Their married life starts
out happily.
CHAPTER V Kate succumbs to th
pleadings of a composer to return to the
stage and runs away with him. She
rescues Widow O'Flynn from her burning
house. Is
burned herself and returns home badly
where Jesse receives her with
open arms.
CHAPTER VI Cattle thieves appear In
the neighborhood. Jesse asks Kate
to
to a place of safety. To his Joy slie go
CHAPTER VTI Jesse resumes the narrative. He calls on neighbors and piars
to capture the robbers. Kate Is rescued
from the hands of the bandits.
CHAPTER VIII-T- he
robbers are captured, but later make their escape.
CHAPTER IX Jejse Is captured by
the robbers, but by a clever ruse makes
prisoners of the robbers.
CHAPTER X The prisoners are turned
over to a United States marshal, who
has arrived with extradition papers.
CHAPTER XI Jesse takes chnrge of
the outlaw chief's son. Billy O'Flynn,
to keep him
having promised
out of his father's profession.
CHAPTER XII-- He
takes Billy to Vancouver and the lad is shanghaied.
CHAPTER XIIT-- A son re oorn to Kate
and Jesse and Is named David.
CHAPTER XTV Jesse receives a letter
from his first wife, Polly, In which she
tells how she deceived him Into thinking
he had killed herself. She threatens to
come to him.
For the honor of Kate
and their son, father and mother separate.
!

found the hall lamp, and got it alight.
Wished I'd got a gun, but there wasn't
' y i.
nothing handy except the poker, so I
"ji
fix ,!!"
took that and the light just followed
the groans. He was lying on the barnpetit, but that my body, wrapped In
the flag by right of her majesty's com- room floor."
"Brooke?"
mission, shall be consigned to the
"Yes.
Shot through the throat,
earth by my neighbors; that no friend
of mine shall be allowed to stand un- blood spurting down the side of his
covered catching cold, or to wear un- neck, making a big pool on the oilYou know the thing you make
seemly black clothing at the service cloth.
of the resurrection, or to toll bells with a stick and a scarf to twist up?
which should be pealed when the soul A tourniquet, yes. Well, it choked the
He whispered somepasses to God, or to make pretense or swine, so I quit.
thumb hurting the
about
my
thing
who
is
one
glad
parade of grief for
wound, so I told him my father's neck
to go."
The months of nursing were ended. hurt worse.
"Up to that I thought he was just
No longer should Nurse Pan ton and 1
acting,
playing pathetic to touch my
was
our
be afraid when
good,
patient
or rejoice when fractious whims and feelings. Once he muttered your
difficult absurdities marked those ral- name, and then he was dead."
"Brooke dead!"
lies in which he fought off death. At
"Yes, he'd been shooting Polly, too.
the last, after many hours of silence,
he asked me in a boyish voice if he I traced her blood tracks all the way
to see his uniform, to the front door. Hello, what's tbat?;
miRht go
was
be
his
dreams
'n
leaving school I thought I heard"
I listened and there was only the
to enter the royal navy.
Billy was away on an errand to the sound of the rain.
"I suppose it's all right," said Billy,
Falls, and it was Nurse Patfton's
watch below, when at ten In the eve- "we'd better close that door, though."
But before he could reach the door,
ning I saw the change come very
him away to her
suddenly. The face of my dear friend, Nurse Panton called
no longer old, but timeless, reflected corner, where she spoke in a whisper

PART THREE.
CHAPTER
and David go to
England to live. Four years later Billy
arrives
and
tells
how Jesse has
O'Flynn
been ruined and ostracised through the
vlndlctlveness of Polly.
ate
CHAPTER
arrives In British
Columbia, lays plans to help old friends
and defeat the plots of Folly.
CHAPTER III Provisions and help arrive In time to save Jesse's life. He hears
of Kate's arrival and of her plans.
CHAPTER IV Brooke, a former bandit and Intimate of Polly's, calls on Kate
to Interest her In a scheme to betray
Polly to his own financial advantage. She
refuses.
CHAPTER "V BrooKe's despicable plans
are defeated.
CHAPTER VI Brooke Is found dying
In Polly's road house, having been shot
by Polly after he had attempted to kill
her. Polly dies from wounds Inflicted by
Brooke, after attemDtlne to kill Kate.
I-- Kate

II-K-

BPILOGUE Finds Jesse and Kate reunited and all difficulties swept away.

that I should not hear, sending

bo

an unearthly majesty.
For the next hour I was busy rendering the last services, in haste, for
the lamp had a most peculiar smell.
I took it away and lighted candles, but
It was not the lamp. Spreading the
Union Jack upon the bed, I bolted
from that room. For a time I sat in
but could not stay
the dining-hal- l
there. Even in the barroom I still had
to fight off something intangible, a
sense of being watched, a presentiment of evil coming swiftly nearer.
Closing the door which led into the
gave
house, I opened that which
upon the yard, then placed a flickering
candle on the counter, and my chair
in front of it facing the darkness.
In the presence of the dead which
serene with
makes their resting-place- s
quiet beauty, instinct with tenderness
toward all living hearts. That presence had entered the good log house, a
home of human warmth, of kindly
comfort, made holy, consecrate, where
people would hush their voices, constrained to reverence.
And in the gracious monotone of
the rain, compound of voices joined in
requiem, I felt a soothing melancholy
beauty, knowing well how peace not
of this world had come Into the homestead.
But outside that, beyond, in the
dread forest, a threat, a menace filled
the outer darkness. Fear clutched at
my heart, a presentiment told me of

him, perhaps, for her cloak. Meanwhile I came from behind the counter
to my former seat before the open
doorway, where I sat staring into the

darkness, unable to feel any more, but
just benumbed. Across my weariness
flickered the mournful soliloquy of a
fowl "Yesterday au
poor
barn-doo- r

tomorrow a feather duster!
What's the good of anytin', why,
nothin',"
Then I, too, heard a sound In the
night, and because Billy and the nurse
were muttering, I stood up with thje
candle-ligh- t
behind me, trying to see
in the darkness. Billy said afterward
he had moved quickly, to shut the
door, but I waved him back just as the
shot rang out.
The explosion blinded, deafened,
seemed even to scorch me, while the
mirror on the wall came crashing
down. Stunned, dazzled, horrified, I
felt a dull rage at this attempted
murder.
stirred my
A second revolver-sho- t
hair, and I'm afraid then that I lost
that I
my temper. I am not a fish-fashould stoop to fighting a creature
such as Polly, but I would have died
rather than let her see one trace of
fear;
Billy rushed past the firing to reach
the door "and close it, but I ordered him
to desist, then grasped the candle and
held it out to show a better light.
"Lower your lights!" I shouted Into
"you fired too high!"
wV. 7 Th. niri-t moved' dark,
crashed on the door-steA
revolver
"the
other hearts as well as mine,
within three feet of the
low
down
and
Chinese cook came groping his vay
T anw a drandfiil
-- - fnnfl rnnvulrt- ,
"
h
l
dining-haland
humbly
through the
to fear. The
ed
with
changing
rage,
in
him
scratched at the door. I let
woman was sinking to her knees, she
and he crept to a stool in the near
buried
her face in grimy,
corner. I whispered to him:
hands, and rocked to and fro
Sam?"
"Are you frightened,
awful
abandonment of grief.
in
"Too plenty much," he quavered,
The danger was over now, the men"me flitened bad."
of evil in the night had vanished.
He lighted his pipe and seemed, ace an
immense relief, with hands
I felt
combv
he
human
to
me,
eased
hitq
mouth
Vt"6t,
parched, knees shaking.
and
lio
nnlv
in
rinna
mnvprl
need of tears. I knew the
" 8
the queerest way came with his long strain
had been beyond endurance, bu
yellow fingers to touch me, then timid, j now it was gone,
although a ve vet
to
his
stool
back
but reassured, crept
round
me, black night
darkness
closing
In the corner.
round me, sickness I must
inined
o
. her swinging
.
OUUll xrraQ p,,,,.
T
1,...J
..!,
!,,..
hair in corkscrews, looking very command, to set an example worthy
not
she
had
because
plain, peevish
of Jesse's wife. And there I was sitbeen called at midnight. "What's the
in my chair, with drcps of sweat
matter?" she asked crossly, and for ting
cn my forchend.
answer I pulled down the blinds. She forming and pouring
on the floor at my feet,
Tilly,
groping
door
the
as
she
open
shivered
passed
had found and lighted the candle, am;
to take a chair behind It. She begged was
'
holding the flame in the palms o
me to close the door, but the night was
auu
blaze
it
till
steadied
bib
hands
warm, and besides I dared not. Nurse
"Buck up, missus," he va
each had a glass of up clear. "Cheer-ohand Chin:;r
.
Don't let 'em know
spying.
betmuch
1 1, feeling
port, and
Grab on to the cros:i,
swoomed.
you
ter afterward.
and make it proud of you.. That's
An hour passed, the Chinaman
Laugh, mum! Laugh! Wish'd
right.
mandarin
ridiculous
those
like
I'd
half
yer grit."
nurse
figures with loose heads, the
I had come to myself and only Billy
pallid against the gloom, staring until
she got on my nerves. I always dis- knew, who was loyal. As tho candle
liked that woman with her precise blazed up I saw tbe Chinaman gibroutine and large flat feet.
mask of
bering like some toothless
'
Far off I heard the thud of a gun- jeiiow
but that uuise
shot, then three shots all together, and still kept up her silly screaming, unafterward a fifth. The evil in the til I ordered her to shut her mouth,
night was coming nearer, and I said which she did ki sheer surprise.
to myself, "If I were really frightened
There lay Polly prone across the
I should close that door. I'm half a doorway on her face, racked with concoward."
vulsive sobs, until feeling, I suppose,
The hero himself had strung his Vic- the lashing rain on her back, she rose
toria Cross upon a riband which I on hands and knees like some forlorn
wore about my neck. Could I wear wild animal crawling to shelter, while
the cross and set an example of cow- behind her stretched a trail of vei
ardice to these poor creatures who and blood. I stared until in shame she
crouched in the corners of the room? Ba up still for all the world like
to show fear is a privilege of the un- - an animal lost to human feeling, uiul
derbred. But I did long for Jesse.
to woman's dignity, until hs she looted
Through the murmurs of the nearer A mo a wan shamed smile seeinod to
rain, I felt a throb In the ground, then apologize. S'ae sat. back then r.gai: t
heard a sound grow, of a horse gal-- ! the log wall, limp, relaxed with weak
loping. The swift soft rhythm, now ness
loud, now very faint, then very near.
"Nurse," I called, still with my gaze
echoed against the barns, thundered on Poiiy, "this woman is woundod
across the bridge, splashed through Tcu are a nurse. You claimed to be
the flooded yard, and ceased abruptly. a nurse."
But Miss Panton indulged in hys- Billy had come heme from the uaiis,
he was stabling his roan, he was cross-- ; terics. so I turned to Billy. "Run into
Ins the yard in haste, his spurs clank-- ; tne house, get the ht'i bath, warm
ed at the door-steand, dreading his water blankets, bandages."
news, a sudden panic seized me. I
"Aye, aye, mum," he touchod his
fled behind the bar.
and swinging the Chinaman
forelock,
He entered, astream with rain, shad- - iQ n3 et: "Come along, Sam," he
ing his eyes against the candle-light- ;
grunted, and bustled him off on duty.
then as I moved he called out, as
Polly looked up, trusting me with
though I were at a distance, begging hejrjawny bloodshot eyes. Her voice
me for brandy. Ilia fan wa haei'd.'
egg,

Yesterday)

UnAPTER VI.
The Black Night
Kate's 'Narrative.
"I, Boulton WemyBS Taylor,
R. N., retired, being of sound
imlnd in a dying body, do hereby make
my last will and testament:
"And do appoint the lady known as
Madame Scotson my sole executress
and trustee of all property .which I
may die possessed of;
' "To pay my just debts, and to administer the remainder on behalf o
my grandson, James Taylor,
"Until at his coming of age he shall
receive the whole estate, if there Is
Com-jinand-

any;

"Save only that I bequeath
ame Scotson my sword and
toria Cross;
- "And with
regard to burial,
will that no money whatever

f
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to Madthe VicIt Is my
shall be
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HE GOT THE MACHINE
By ELIZABETH

SHEAS.
--

"Gene Filers has a new automobile,"
said Harry Jungles. He had stopped
his trotter at the gate to the Tramp
ton farm for the very good reason thai
at tho gate Pearl Trampton was wait
ing for the mail man.
"Has he?" inquired Pearl with inter

1

'
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flit

ir-111

i

i

j

the fence post. "I should nev er,"
said she, "marry a man who didn'i
own an automobile.
Why, I wouldn't
care if it were a wheelbarrow just so
it was an automobile."
"Giddap!" said Harry Jungles to nil
trotter. Arriving at the town of Thre
Pines, he told the hardware man who
had been pestering him for a month
Mr. Flatiron Dey aln' no use talkie
about the mare that he could bav
to a woman.
her for the price he offered.
Mr. Charcoal How so?
"Going to buy a car?" asked the sat
Mr. Flatiron She dpne bound to gl&
isfled hardware man when he had pali
down the money. "Everybody seemi yo' wid weepin' er hammer yo' wl J
a flatiron, buhlieve me. Han' ma Cb
to be getting 'em nowadays!"
"I want to buy some thing," Harry hoss liniment, Mistah CharcoaL
told him, briefly. That was one tiding
about Harry Jungles. He had down tc
SPEAKING OF LIVES
perfection the art of not hearing whal
people said to him, thereby saving
much time in which to think.
If Pearl Trampton passed a good
deal of time th!e next ten days waiting
at the mail box it did not disturb any
one but her mother, who remarked on
rooms undusted and chickene unfed
but to no avail.
When a young woman puts on a
fresh frock every day and troubles to
do her hair the new way and nobodj
comes to view the dazzling results ex
cept an aged mail carrier with a wif
and six children it is likely to weai
her nerves ragged as a natural reao

rrrrr
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"It Is said that a cat has nine lives."'
"That's nothing. Time has mor
Uves than a cat"

.....

,

"How do you figure

that?"

"Why, time can stand an lndeflnlt
amount of killing.
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(Continued from

was a dreary noarseness, aemanaic? broken forehead, 'fnen 'iooKTnj tip at
liquor. But with an open wound, to me, "This time," he said, "It's real."
quicken the heart's action might be
EPILOGUE.
fatal, and Polly knew well It was no
use pleading. Instead of that she
Once more with Jesse in Cathedral
j ointed at the nurse, and said, "Send
Grove! The breath of evening stirred
that away."
1 turned upon Nurse Panton who sat its tangled coral, the
long needles
forsaken and ostentatious In her cor- clustered In globes were swaying as
ner. "Go," I said, "and make beef censors sway, with heavy incense.
tea."
Beyond the purple night swept up
over glowing cliffs to where the upper
Sniff.
I took her by the shoulders, and forest like an edge of flame burned
marched her out of the room, while against deeps of sky.
Polly grinned, approval. I came back "Come to the hilltop: blackbird chor......
lstcFS
and asked where she was wounded.
She pointed to the left hip, but I dared Peal their clear anthem to the "kneelnot remove any clothing which might
ing gorse."
Jesse lay dreaming while I sang to
have caught and sealed the flow of
A sole diet of alcohol and him. Crisp silvered hair, and the
blood.
months of neglect had made her condi- deeply graven lines of his dear face,
tion such that I shrank from touching gave him at rest a sweet sad dignity;
but presently he would look up, his
her.
"So you're Kate," she lay against big mouth humorous, his eyes alight
the bottom log of the wail, head back, with fun, a man of commanding power
eyes nearly shut, looking along her matured in wisdom, in sympathy, and
valor to lead his fellows.
nose at me, "Carroty Kate."
Her own tawny hair, draggled, and
Through the east window of the
hung in snakes, was streaked with grove, I could see a little procession
of my closest friends pass on their
dirty gray.
"Ye took Jesse," she said in weary Sunday stroll. First came Pete, 111 at
scorn, "so I ruined him. Then this ease in his Sabbath suit of blacks, and
Brooke, he fell in love with yer, so I with him, arm in arm, was Mrs. Pete
murdered him. Take everything, give In silk,
prickly, and so
nothin'; that's you, Carrots, give very grim. Then Billy passed slowly
nothin'. That's you, Carrots, give by, his mother stumping beside him,
nothin' away, not even a drink. And I bound to keep the pace. They had the
new rabbit with them, collared and
gave everything.
"So you're good, and I'm bad; you're chained like a bulldog, and were folhigh-tonesociety, and Pm a poor lowed by David's nurse, dear Patsy,
my
young
sporting lady. Oh, I saw ye lift yer Billy's wife plucking
skirt away when ye passed calling anemones the wretch.
Out on the perilous edge of Apei
yerself a Christian, when just one
word of Christian kindness would Pvoclt I could see young Mr. Nlsted,
Father Jared's nephew, a pupil in
have saved the likes of me.
of colonial training,
"Ye needn't look over my head as 11 Jesse's school
I wasn't there. I'm no fairy, I ain't
with rod and line he was seriously
no dream. I'm facts, and ye'd better fishing for birds!
"Don't you reckon," said Jesse, reface 'em. 'Sisters of Sorrow' ; they
calls us, who gave everything, who lighting a stale cigar, "that's it's time
we stopped our book?"
gave ourselves.
"And you good women pride yer- "Oh, but"
"it's tempting Providence, young
selves in virtue, which ain't been
tempted. Your virtue never been out woman; it's encouraging the police.
doors in the rain, gettin' wet. Youi From the moment you started the
virtue never been starved and froze, thing, we've had more'n our share of
or fooled and betrayed. Your colore adventures. Put up a notice, 'Book
ain't run, 'cause they've never been Closed. No more adventurers need
to the wash. You don't know good apply. Try7 Surly Brown for a change.
"But what shall we do?"
from evil, and you set thar judgin' me,
"Tears running down yer face, ehl
"Publish the blamed thing, and
You think you struck it rough when serves it right Thow it to the crit
you came up agin me. Poor Carrots Ics."
"But It's all secrets!"
playin' Christian martyr. I done you
good if you know'd It. I'm all the
"Change the names and places.
schoolin' you got in real life. I waked We'll be 'Mr. and Mrs. Smith,'
ye from dreams to livin'. And you an'
private persons located someme is women, sisters In pain. I wish d where west I'm going to have blue
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Once More With Jesse In Cathedral
Grove.
I'd auburn hair like your'n, Kate, and
a baby David to favor me with hair an'
But I
eyes. And if I'd had a home!
didn't get a fair show ever, and every
time I done good, I got it in the necit.
Well, what's the odds?
Tt wasn't you brung me down, Kate.

Don't cry like that, dear. It don't
matter. Nothing matters. It was this
Brooke which done for me, not you
or Jesse. Brooke's only a thing I
took in like a lost dog 'cause he was
hungry. He said he'd manage my
business, and he shorely did invested
all I'd got in a governess, and a bonfire at Mathson's, and a stampede of
mules. Then he fooled a widow down
to Ashcroft to start him running a
tourist joint, and I was to be turned
out. And he fell in love with you.
"I guess that's all, excep' I got to
tell you one thing. It was nursing
the sick men kep' me straight all t'f: rr
years, kep' me from drink. You ev i
was meant for a mires, trained Ur:
until until well, never ; i
mind.

and

1

Brooke stopped the miisiuK.
drank. I'm only a nurse gcius

wrong.
"Yes, your eyes is wonderin' why
they don't come back with them bonDon't wor.-dages, and the bath.
about that, 'cause I'll be dead by dayy

break.

Llrooi-Jesse loved yer.
and somehow, well, I'm
kinder ranging that way myself. Am!
if I go, you'll get back Jess, eh?"
Rallying what courage I had lei;, 1
knelt down and kissed my suster. ,r
poor sister. For a moment I let her
stroke' my carroty hair, which slw
liked. Then I ran to hurry my pecrl-- ;
to bring the beef tea, the hot vci
the bandages. I found that v. r' u.:. ;!
nurse detaining Billy and the Cl'hin-mawith some pretense that ! iji. ,t
not be disturbed. I was telling i r
to get out of my sight, to go to 1:
when
raus
a revolver-sho- t
bed,
through the echoing house.
Polly had crawled to the door-step- ,
She who pave
found her revolver.
everything in life, had given me back
to Jesse, and lay dead, her forehead
shattered in with the revolver-shot- .
For some seconds Billy and I hung
back, watching from the doorway
while a slow coil of smoke unfolded
in the wan light of the dawn. The
rain had ceased, and the eaat was all
aglow with golden radiance.
nd touched th
52 7
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loved
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"But mine are blue."
"I made first grab. You can have
green, and a large mouth, and your
Christian name Is Carrots. Hello,
here's Baby David."
My son was coming through the
scented dusk, and in his arms he car
ried a large dog, a china dog with gilt
"She Stared Helplessly.1
muzzle, split from the nose to tail, but
carefully mended.
"Sonny," said Jesse, "don't you drop tlon. Harry Jungles was due to getha8
particularly acid reception when
Maria, or she'll have puppies."
"I did, and she didn't; so there! did apear.
Long before his head appeared ovei
Something dropped out, though. See,
the slight ridge In the road Pearl lismummie."
David had thrown Marie into my tened in amazement to the remarksound that was aplap, and danced about in the gloaming able chugging
with some strange trophy, the tail of proaching. When she saw Harry she
sat down suddenly. She stared helpa large animal.
ef"Sort of reminds me," said Jesse, lessly when he stopped, with some
her.
before
Infort,
the
That's
"of being a little boy.
"How do?" Harry said, casually.
spector's tale. This is a long way,
He was seated somewhat precari,
too, from the Labrador."
The wind made quite a disturbance, ously In tha largest wheelbarrow
ever seen, with two extra
telling the pines to hush, while both Pearl had
wheels under it, a motor attached to
my son and Jesse wanted to play with
the wolf tail, and would not be quiet, the rear and a clever amateur steering
Never would she have
though already the stars and the fire- gear in front a human
that
being in such
thought
and
flies had lighted Cathedral Grove,
enthe great river like an organ crooned an absurd position could look so
tha first deep notes of nature's even- tirely at ease.,
"Want anything In town?" Harry
song. An awed expectant silence
asked.
came to us.
When Pearl managed to gasp out a
"Lighten our darkness," said the
"No" he grabbed a handle and
faint
beseech
Thee."
"we
old
trees,
grave
choked
it, banged his foot on a valve
the
"By Thy great mercy," pleaded
the appartus in front of him
and
shook
little flowers.
"Defend us from all perils," the fiercely, whereupon the wheelbarrow
lunged, snorted and trundled off.
small birds twittered.
"And he's actually going to appear
"And dangers of the night" the ason the streets of Three Pines In that
pens quavered.
"For the love of Thy only Son, thing!" she murmured In agony. "Oh,
my! What have I done?"
cried the South Wind.
womNaturally she did not know that
a
Jesus
Saviour
Christ,"
"Our
Jungles on reaching the turn
Harry
an's voice responded.
below the Trampton farm headed his
"Amen," the cliffs were breathing.
wheelbarrow around that section of
"Amen," the high clouds echoed.
and back home.
land
river.
the
said
"Amen,"
organ
that he came to see Pearl every
.After
reverent
woodlanda
And from the
day, always In hie unique motor car.
came:
He never mentioned it and Pearl was
"Amen. Amen."
afraid to after that first appearance of
THE END.l
his when he had ignored it so completely. But she suffered at the hands
Bira courts of Justice.
of her family, who said it was a disbecrows
are
Ravens, starlings and
to the community and that she
lieved to hold courts of justice to mete grace
must
make Harry Jungles stop It
out punishment to offenders. SomePearl could have done this easily
times they assemble in great numbers,
him not to call, but
as if they would give great dignity enough by telling never occurred to
the idea
apparently
to the occasion. The trial sometimes
her,
apparently endures for many days.
"Want to go for a ride?" Harry
Some birds sit at the conclaves with
asted
finally one bright day when he
their
cock
some
lowered heads,
merely
at the mail box. "There's
stopped
heads on the branches and look grave,
room for two!"
while others are most garrulous and
"No, I don't!" she answered with
fill the air with their complaints. Natspirit
uralists studying these strange pro- ' "Will
inquired
you marry me?"
ceedings have seen an apparently se- next in
precisely the game tono.
lected number of birds fall upon one
Thereupon Pearl burst into tears
or more of their number, at the close
descended from tho barrow
and
to
of the "trial," and put them
death, with Harry
much speed that the machine
so
after which they dispersed in orderly tinned over and was fatally wrecked.
fashion and went back quietly to
do you ride in that
their nests. Harper's Weekly.
sobbed Pearl on his
thing?"
Powerful Shot.
shoulder.
An Irishman who wasn't much of a
"Had to." Harry told Her. "you
hunter went out to hunt one day, and
said"
to
saw
was
at
he
shoot
the first thing
"You never asked tne!" flushed she
a bird sitting saucily on the top of
care whether
"I
indignantly,
a fence. He blazed away, and then
had any old automobile or not,
walked over to pick up the victim. you
did you have tor
What he happened to find there was a goose! Why said the practical Jim
"Because,"
dead frog, which he raised at arm's
gleg, "the new automobile I've ordered
length, looking at it with a pnaaled won't be delivered for another month
air. Finally he remarked;
and I couldn't let Gene' Filers get !
"Well, but ye was a deuce c? a that start of me after vb.it you said.'
foiae looking turd befur 01 blew tie
Chif rtio Paiiy News.
5"
Cthers off o

"Everybody is telling exactly whafS
you will do if. you are elected to a")
ce."
i
'
"Yes."
j
will
do?"
what
"Well,
you
j
1 don't know yet."
UNPROFITABLE
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IN "RAINY-

IS

PUTTIIIG UP FRUIT
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the largest slock
of Fruit Jars, Jelly Glasses
Sealing Wax, Parafine Wax
and Jar Rubbers.
We show

LEATHER

Six months from tomorrow is ChristDo your shopping early.

mas.-

!

First Car Dae Now

Try a dram or oia Tayior
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
to
thing in the house.
Adv.
One-fourt- h

Get in Your Order Early
CANTALOUPES HERE

VST

Bacharach's.

Finch's Goldei Wedding itye, aged
In the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the ixMy, ol course,
Adv.

u

Dancing, refreshments and a good
time, for 25 cents. Catholic Ladies
Aid Social, 0. R. C. hall Thursday
night. Adv.
The Las Vegas lodge of Elks will
meet in regular session this evenin
in the Elks' club house. All members
and visiting Elks are cordially invited
to be present.
;

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO; LYE' IN THE CAN

John Kinney, for the past two years
and
employed by the Investment
Agency company, has resigned and
entered the employ of Appel Brothers as bookkeeper.

one-thir-

one-thtr- d

FRUITS"

QUALITY

"THE RIND THAI IS NOT

Delicious In Fl vour

I Highest In Quality
Insist on "Hunts"

if

LYE-PEELE- D"

you wa.nt the hignest

quality in canned fruits

I

At

J. H. STEAR.NS

IS MADE

FROM

PASTEUR.IZ ED
ASK YOUR.

'

C R.

EAM

GROCER

CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

MUD 17

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY,

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Hid Store of llie Oast of

Everying

The White Way Show company, a
carnival aggregation which claims to
carry 25 concessions, 150 people and
a
and Ferris wheel,
will be in Las Vegas the week be
ginning June 30. The company wil'i
pitch its tents on the Plaza. It is
understood the company would not
have been given a license to show
here had it not been that a majority
oi me west siae mercnants
were
willing to have such action. Some
of the West side business, men, how
ever, were opposed to the carnival
being allowed to show here.

Mtlz

WE HAVE FRESH VEGETABLES

d

Miss May Raynolds, who has been
singing in grand opera in Italy for ifce
past two yi ars, has graciously agic'jd
to entertain the Las Vegas citizens at
a concert at which she will render two
grand opera selections. This will be
Miss Reynold's first appearance in Las
Vegas since her trip to Europe and the
entire community is greatly interest
ed in the coming concert. E. E. Went- worth Layton will have charge of this
concert, which will be given for the
benefit of the Las Vegas hospital.

The boxball game that was played
at the Y. M. C. A. Saturday night between the Seniors and the Directors
resulted in favor of the Seniors. The
final score was 1957 to 22G5. "Scotty''
Smith for the Seniors made the high
score, with 192 to his credit. The
highest average, was credited to Tel-lle- r
with 170. Thee individual averages were: Seniors Blackburn, 141;
"Scotty" Smith, 158; Tellier 170; Bar,
ker, 131; Lewis. 153. Directors
138; Dr. Roberts, 122; William
Springer, 128; Root, 142; Batchelor,
Kin-kel-

ARRIVING DAILY SUCH AS

121.

Radishes
Lettuce
Onions
S
Bunches
Spinach
Cucumbers
Fresh Tomatoes
G-e-

Gieen and Wax Beans
Green Peas
Summer Squash

Rhubarb
Asparagus
Beets
Turnips

Carrots, New Potatoes and Sweet Peppers

iroL' fuwmwro
Qinnc
ii:t, ii.AR ilk I iililU UU. UIUilL

WOULD INDICT ROADS

Red Wing, Minn., June 24. Judse
Johnson, in the Goodhue county district court instructed the grand jury
today to return an indictment against
railways of the state If it found that
the state rate law had toeen violated.
He declared that the state had jurisdiction in the matter and that there
was no injunction against action by
the court.
The attorney general's office, in St.
Paul, last week declared that action
now against the railways was

Pints, per dozen
Quarts, per dozen
Half gallons, per dozen,
ECONOMY JARS

TONIGHT

VARIOUS PROTESTANT CHURCHES
PLANNING A SEASON OF
SPIRITUAL PROGRESS
The first of the cottage prayer meetings to be held in connection with the
coming revival will take place tonight.

For the residents north ot Douglas avenue a meeting will be held in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. B. .). Heed, who
reside on Columbia avenue. Mr3. I.
W. Lively will act as leader. At the
home of Mrs. Alice Rue a meeting will
he held for the resMuiM of the city
who are located south of Douglas. D.
L P.Mchelir will have c.u; ;e if tv.c
gathering.
Tomorrow night at the First Meth
odist church a union prayer meeipir
will be held, and on Friday evening
two more cottage prayer meetings will
be in order; thus this week will be
used in preparation for the revival.
All the committees that have been appointed by the executive committee
have met or are preparing to meet this
week, and the progress made shows
that the revival will be one of the
most successful from all standpoints
that has ever been held in this city.
All the different Protestant churches
are uniting and the success of the
meetings is assured with this strong

FUNERAL

A1 new
few days
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AT
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DON'T

Y. M. C. A.

WAIT

COME

EARLY

GREENBERGER

SERVICES

FOR HRS. S. E. Y0RI1
PIONEER

RESIDENT
OF
LAS
VEGAS IS LAID TO REST YESTERDAY
AFTERNOON.

Yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock
funeral services for Mrs. Sarah E.
York were held' from the residence
of her son, John H. York. The
funeral was largely attended by the
numerous friends of Mrs. York and
many beautiful flowers covered her
last resting place. Mr--. York was
well known in Las Vegas and had a
large number of friends who mourn
her death. Rev. Norman SKinner,
assisted by Rev. E. C. Andrews, officiated at the services. Special
music was furnished by a quartette
composed of Mrs. J. H. Stearns, Mrs.
J. C. Wertz, Leon Guy and George
Smith, accompanied by Mrs. Charles
Kohn. Mrs. T. McGrath, a daughter
of Mrs. York, who resides at Phoenix, Ariz., and Mr. William York of
Los Angeles, attended the funeral
services. Interment was in Odd Fellows' cemetery. The pal'i bearers
were H. W. Kelly, M. M. Padgett, H.
G. Coors, Jefferson Raynolds, S. Kline
and T. W. Hayward.
"HARVEY'S"

Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; old rates. Carriage out every Saturday. Leave
at Murphcy's or Plaza hotel.
PLAIN

FACTS

That Potter's can serve that next
party of yours at less expense and
worry, with the best of service and reiresnments tnan you can. Let us
quote you prices on any number of
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THE POTTER CANDY

CO.
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KITCHEN

CABINET

Will provide you a vac ation this summer. You can save an
hour or two out of your kitchen every day. A DOLLAR A
WEEK PUTS ONE. IN YOUR KITCHEN.

J.

JOHNSEN & SON

C.

Exclusive Loca.1 Agents

SMALli IRRIGATED FARM
Wouldn't you like a nice little irrigated farm right close to the
.
edge of the city? r ...
We have ten acres, more thanhalf of it In
we
can
that
sell
alfalfa,

at half value right now..
Don't fail to get our price on this and other
We are
property
not offering any property for sate where the price is not cut to meet
.;
present conditions.
f

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING, Pres. and Mgr.
Phone Main 40

-

-

-

-

604 Lincoln Avenue

people.
Adv
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WAGON
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BAKERY GOODS
THE BEST THAT

CAN;
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FOR HIM

and widely separated
sources come commendations of the
Rev. W. H. Runyan, the evangelist
who will conduct services here next
month. Judge Homer Hall of Trenton.
Mo., says:
"He has been with us for
two years. He preached strong, convincing sermons and said and did
nothing for which any one need apol
ogize or be ashamed."
Mr. Rnnyan will visit Las Vegas for
I
the purpose of leading in a united ef
fort for the uplift of the community.
He should have unanimous support 3
and
in the opinion of X.
those who know him.

4.
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STEAVEEEfJES AND
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TOMORROW
at the Y. M. C. A.

Business

qualities in a variety of Colors and Shapes.
Materials which we are offering for a

c

d

Opposite the

From many

.

All

IE ROSENTHAL

union.
NO APOLOGIES

1.20

reenbergers

CFiLY AT

Secretary LeNoir telephoned to The
Optic this morning that the work on

TO BEGIN

90
. .

at

Recently we were Fortunate in securing
a large quantity of 4 in hand Ties of Job
Silks.

pints, per dozen ..35c
One-hal- f
pints, per dozen . . 40c
Jar Rubbers, per dozen .... 5c
One-thir-

August.

MEETINGS

$ .75

Pints, per dozen
....$1.05
1.25
Quarts, per dozen
Half gallons, per dozen . . 1.65
Extra1 tops, for above, dozen 20c
Extra clamps, for above, doz. 10c
JELLY GLASSES

This shows that all guests of the
camp during the summer will be able
to keep dry no matter what sort ot
weather is on tap during July and

Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock
Wary Mjibel Onion, the infant daughter of Mrs. Charles Onion, died after
an illness of several weeks at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Perry Onion.
The littla girl was four months old.
Funeral arrangements have not been day.
made, but services probably will be
held tomorrow. The funeral will be
private. Interment will be in Odd PRAYER
Fellows' cemetery.

merry-go-roun-

IT SATISFIES

L

Yesterday morning in his apartments
E. Sanchez died after an illness of two
weeks.
The body was sent to Albuquerque last night by J. C. Johnsen
and Son'. Burial will occur there.
Sanchez was 56 years of age and had
been a resident of Las 'Vegas for the
past two; weeks.

That the site of the Y. M. C. A.
summer camp is dry and comfortable even during rainy weather has
been demonstrated to the complete
satisfaction of Secretary P. H. LeNoir
and the boys who are assisting him in
preparing the great outdoor hotel in
the canyon above El Porvenir. When
they went to the site a week ago the
workers immediately found themselves
in the midst of the rainy season,
which had been delayed several weeks.
Rain fell daily in torrents and the river rose to a high stage. But the work
went right along as though no downpours were occurring with the exception of two days when nothing was
stirring but the storm. The site did
not become miry and unpleasant, but
the water drained into the river as
fast as it fell. The tents withstood
the heavy winds, and not a member of
the party so much as suffered from a

the camp site is progressing rapidly.
The kitchen, dining' hall and store
house, which are of frame, are completed and floors have been laid for
six tents 8x10 feet In dimensions and
for five tents 12x14.
Stakes have
been placed and the tents can be erected in a few minutes. A good spring
has been located, dug out and Doxed,
assuring the camp of plenty of fresh
water, au win be m readiness for
the opening- day on July 3, '
Mr. LeNoir says the members of the
senior class of the Y. M. C. A., who
have been doing the work t while he
looked on' and gave directions, have
accomplished a great deal. They deserve great credit for th(r successful
labors. Mr. LeNoir says he will re
turn to Las Vegas tomorrow or Thurs

HEADQUARTERS

MASON JARS

cold.

Baeharachs backward sale continues.
off all dry goods,
off all silk dresses and
off all suits and coats. "'The recollection of quality remains long after the
is forgotten."
price
One-four- th
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WE ARE

off every

Adv.
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Come In while stocks are complete.
Everything reduced. Bacharach Bros.

2oc
.

one-thir-

WHO WERE
THERE
WORKERS
CAUGHT IN THE STORM, CAN .
SWEAR TO IT
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